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Times Article Stirs
Curriculum Debate
-By Toh Tsun Lim &
Judy SandfordSpecial to the Tripod
A November 15 article in the
New York Times reported that a new
group of 300 academics called the
National Association of Scholars
(NAS) met to denounce the "radicalization" of courses, hiring policies and
academic standards. Their chief
complaint was that "political objectives, many of them flowing from
affirmative action programs for
women and other minority groups,
had contaminated ... objectivity on
decisions about curriculum, promotion and academic discourse."
In response. Dean of Faculty Jan
Cohn expressed her concern to faculty members this week in a letter
calling professors to "argue compellingly for the intellectual and the
moral appropriateness of reflecting
and serving a pluralistic society."
Cohn feels that this is the first
indication in a general movement
against the new curriculum to make
the "hidden agenda clearer, by attacking the persons responsible for the
change. It is a direct attack on affirmative action."
The goal of the NAS was to
"redeem higher education from intellectual and moral servitude to forces
having little to do with the life of the
mind or the transmission of knowledge."
The group felt that the ngjfeg^ifr
riculum materials "had repladld classical writers valued for their merit
with writers who were valued because they are women or members of
minority groups or were more sympathetic to what the scholars called
the "radical agenda". They also re-

ferred to the new studies as "oppression studies".
In a brief survey, most Trinity
professors were offended to be called
what the NAS terms "barbarian" or
"the fascist left", although some could
understand the reasoning behind the
attacks.
Director of Women's Studies
Joan Hedrick broke down their argument by asking what they meant by
merit in relation to literature. "They
don't have to defend greatness because their literature has been around
for so long. They would have trouble
finding reasons for its merits."
As for the accusation that
women's studies were "oppression
studies" she said "[women] are seen
as important creators not simply victims."
Hedrick assumes that this group
of old scholars is merely expressing
"the last gasp of the old guard.
American higher education has a
responsibility to reflect a pluralist
society and to make all of us aware of
elements different from ourselves in
that society. I don't think universities
can be bastions of white male culture
— that is just part of a complicated
intersection of cultures and classes."
Likewise, Assistant Professor
of English Sheila Fisher calls the
accusations "conservative hysteria.
There is room enough [for both studies] in any curriculum." She also
believes that the new curricula is
firmly rooted because it is part of an
industry. "There is money to be made
—'trie enterprise won't blow away."
Assistant Professor of History
Cheryl Greenberg said the New York
Times article was something to be
worried about. "It's dangerous that
people are saying this stuff...We've
gone too far to have them turn it back.

The reason that we should study
[women and minorities] is to remind
those groups they have a voice."
As for the Trinity campus,
Greenberg finds the new curriculum
is sometimes considered "fluff
courses". Although few men enroll
in her women's history courses, she
finds that plenty of non-black students enroll in her classes on black
history.
Greenberg was not suiprised at
the group's accusations because of a
recent movement against the new
Continued on Page 5

students haii i- euin.".>,ed concern about A lack or student air time on VVRTC

Students Allege Lack
Of Air Time on WRTC
-By Jane ReynoldsNews Staff Writer
Discontentment over the amount
of student shows on WRTC has
prompted disagreement over the role
of the College's radio station in the
Trinity community. According to
WRTC budget director Steve
Whitston '89, there are "some people
who disagree with [the radio station's]
community involvement."
'"Program director Jen Barr'"'91
noted that "the people who complain
are people who turn on the radio station once, heara language they don't
recognize, and then turn it off." Banadded that "our programming is diverse enough that everyone can find a

show that they like."
WRTC is one of the most active
links between the college and the
Hartford community. It is stated in
the station's FCC license, that WRTC
is both a college and community station.
WRTC is trying to increase their
exposure on campus with promotions
like the Ska party they sponsored last
weekend, and a station newsletter
distributed in Mather.
Station manager Jonas Katkavich,
'89 said that their best exposure was
having their program printed in The
Trinity Tripod. "Now maybe students can tune in when they will
appreciate what is being played."
As for complaints about the difficulty of getting student air time on
WRTC, Barr commented that "there
was not enough interest at the beginning of the semester. We were
scrounging around for people to do
shows." The morning rock show is
usually the mostpopularprogram but,
because it runs from 9 a.m. -\2 p.m.
when most people have classes, they
had trouble finding five people to do
it.
Another problem is that many
students who say they are interested
in doing ashow don't follow through.
There are other tasks which need to be

done at the station, such as organizing
the stacks, but many people are not
willing to do these things. Barr added
that "people just can't say they want
a show and get a show; they have to
show some commitment and respect
for the equipment."
WRTC is funded both by the school
and the community. Whitston noted
that "the nature of the funding is a
reflection of the role of the station as
a college and community group."
WRTC held its annual fundraising marathon from 7 p.m. on November 13 to 7 p.m, on November 20 with
the goal of raising $25,000. This is
the Hartford community's way of
contributing to the station.
Katkavich stated that the money
from themarathon is used to purchase
"certain equipment that we usually
wouldn't be able to get from the
administration, such as an extra CD
player." Whitston added that "what
we get from the marathon goes into
the agency account which allows us
to buy capita! intensive items."
The leaders of WRTC are proud of
their status as an important link between Trinity and the Hartford community. They want to retain their
identity as a non-commercial, nonprofit radio station which provides
alternative programming.

New Fences
To Protect A-Lot
-By Matthew BurfiendNews Staff Writer

Trinity's "Homeless" gathered under Cook Arch to raise money last Friday night.

As part of a measure to protect
cars on Summit St. from vandalism,
an 8-ft., chain-link fence is being
installed around A-Lot, the lot closest
to Vernon St. on the west side of
Summit St. The fence will enclose
the lot on three sides, leaving only the
street side open.
Director of Security, Biagio

Hunger & Homelessness Week Successful
-By Gabrielle LawrenceNews Staff Writer
During nationally recognized
Hunger and Homelessness Week last
week, various Trinity organizations
and individuals tried to educate the
community about the growing problem of hunger and homelessness in
America. Hartford has the second
highest poverty rate in the nation,
despite the fact that Connecticut is the
wealthiest state.
The week started off with a letter
writing campaign to newly elected

officials at lunch on Monday. Students expressed their views regarding hunger and homelessness, particularly in Connecticut, to future
Representative Anthony Palermino,
Senator Joseph Lieberman, and PresidentGeorgeBush. Over one hundred
letters were written and will be sent
by ConnPIRG.
Monday night ended on an
emotional note with a slide show
entitled "Under The Bridge" by Phillip Farnsworth, who spent more than
a year photographing and getting to
know the homeless of Hartford, and
Vernon Baker, who spent more than
two years as a homeless person him-

self. The slide show previewed the
pair's upcoming book which is filled
with vivid images of Hartford's
homeless.
Tuesday was highlighted by a
political roundtable, led by Professor
McKim Steele, to discuss Africa's
economic and political milieu which
has furthered the area's hunger problem.
On Wednesday, the Progressive
Student Alliance organized a button
sale, the proceeds of which are going
to the Nicaraguan Relief Fund. That
evening the Chapel Committee sponsored the John Steinbeck movie "The
Grapes of Wrath." Afterwards Rev-

erend Alan C. Tull led a discussion
about the public reaction to the mov ie
at the time of its release and how the
movie still applies today.
Community Outreach and
ConnPIRG organized the Oxfam fast
on Thursday, when over three hundred
people gave up their meals at Marriot
for the day. The money saved from
their meals will be going toward the
hungry and homeless. At lunch, there
was another political roundtable, led
by Professors Lindsey andGastmann,
and the day concluded with a nonsectarian observance ceremony.
To conclude the Hunger and
Continued on Page 5

Rucci, made the recommendation that
the fence be installed after a rash of
break-ins two months ago. "A-Lot
was really getting hit," he said, "It's
location provides less lighting and
camera coverage then any other lot,
making it a prime location for vandals."
Burglars are known to use the
ridge behind Summit St. as an escape
route. The fence will deter such action by forcing the culprits onto the
lighted street, where they are much
more likely to be observed.
The security office hopes for a
considerable decrease in the level of
vandalism on Summit St. as a result
of this step. "We're going to measure
the experience from it, " Rucci said,
"and if the fences work, then naturally I'll recommend more.''
Buildings and Grounds hired the
Montgomery Fence Company to
handle the installation, at a price of
$3800. The work, however, is reportedly 2-3 weeks behind schedule.
Rucci points out the fencing is'
only one way to keep crime at a
minimum on Summit St. He advises
that all valuables be stored out of
sight, preferably not in the vehicle at
all, and that common sense be used
when parking there or anywhere in
the Trinity neighborhood.
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Op-Ed
Editorial
In the last few years, fraternities have come
under fire from the administration for all sorts of things.
From alcohol problems to structural defects in the
houses to initiation problems. It always seems like there
is a litany of bad news concerning our Greek system.
While there have been some problems, it is very
unfair to categorize the Greek system as all bad. The
Fireman's Ball this past Saturday is just another
example of good that the farternity/sorority system can
do. It is very exciting to to write about alcohol problems
than the Psi-U blood drive or the Kappa Balloon Derby.
Just last week St. Anthony's Hall donated a
significent sum of money to the Lifestar Air Ambulance
at Hartford Ambulance. All the organizations perform
civic acts that go largely unmentioned and unseen.
The Fireman's Ball showed the maturation of the
Inter Fraternity Council as a positive influence on
campus. To garner fraternity support and coordinate tha
Ball to benefit DKE was quite a task, one that was put
together quickly and efficiently. The Council has also
become more involved in campus affairs, and is working
with the administration to alleviate the problems with
the Greek system.
The fraternities and sororities also perform a
very important social function on campus. They are
now one of the primary foci of the social scene at
Trinity, for both members and non-members. With offcampus hangouts harder and harder to get to, fraternities
provide a meeting place for friends, and a great place to
make new ones.
The fraternities and sororities on this campus,
especially in the last two semesters have distinguished
themselves with their concern about others, both on and
off campus. The Ball not only proved that the Greek
system here works, but that it also has earned the benefit
of the doubt. It is hoped that the administration will not
only look for the problems in the fraternity system, but
will also focus on the good that they do. The frats have
been the doormat for too long, it's time they got some
respect.

Force-feeding of Opinions
Is Not Intellectual Freedom

To the Editor,
I was both shocked and distressed by Professor Cheryl Greenberg's letter entitled "Tripod's Tone
is Disturbing". I was shocked because the letter was fulfilled with the
very intolerance that Miss Greenberg
supposedly loathes and because it
contained several contradictory state-

Pleasing
Turnout
For Fast
To the Trinity Community,
The members of Community
Outreach would like to thank the threehundred and seventy students who
agreed to skip their meals last Thursday, November 17th for Oxfam
America. We find this large turnout
very encouraging, and hope that those
involved felt that the experience was
worthwhile in promoting awareness
about hungry people around the world.
While our fast lasted only one day, it
is important to realize that thousands
'fast as a way of life. The pain of
hunger is one that we could all benefit
from feeling, if only for one day.
Again, our deepest thanks to the
hundreds of students who participated.
Sincerely,
Community Outreach

f t Matthew G. Miller/"*
I; »

Editor-in-Chief
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Professor Greenberg did not seem
bothered by that collection of baseless venom. There is, of course, nothing wrong with plainly stating bias.
Attempting to pass that bias off as an
objective observation however, is
dishonest.
Finally, the most troubling part
of the letter was Professor Greenberg's assertion that students at Trinity are not "eager to grapple with...
new ideas". I do not understand how
anyone who has been on campus
recently could say this. Indeed in
these last few weeks we've seen a
variety of different and "new" ideas
represented in the pages of the Tripod. Joe Guardo gives his opinion,
others respond with their's. The result forces our community to
"grapple" with concepts, creating in
the process a climate in which people
can formulate their own views. Those
views don't always sound reasonable, but it is a deadly mistake, one
which fosters intellectual repression,
to deny the legitimacy of a person's
ideas simply because we find them
distasteful or because they are not
fashionable. Professor Greenberg
does not, or will not, recognize the
values of certain contributions because she doesn't agree with them.
With all respect to the Professor, it
seems like she is more interested in
force-feeding her opinions to others
than in genuine intellectual freedom.
Sincerely,
TSM Carlson '91

Warning To Marriot Eaters

;! :

To the Editor,
As I am writing this letter I am
experiencing discomfort due to a
splinter of glass lodged in the back of
my throat. I hope that this letter will
serve as a warning to all SAGA eaters. My first bite into the blueberry
dessert (on Thursday the 15th) was
' \ i pyjijitija.-^voo^a'mf^^
I hi Hthi^tSitoti... ?; I--/--: "'•'•-.' •••: \As$.Q0e Pktitvgtttpln Editai \ analogous to the sensation of eating
sand. Trying to be gauche, I preceded
PL
to take out little pieces of glass from
1
1
15
f-gWilliam H. cil^r^—" -""'"™" '"" '!^-frBobi'Markee
within my mouth. Careful not to
res.Editor
swallow, I rinsed out my mouth only
to find some glass still stuck between
my teeth. Upon examining the remainder of the blueberry concoction
I found another piece of glass about a
quarter of an inch long. I then brought
the dessert to the Food Services Office to explain my predicament. They
proceeded to remove all the dessert
••fTbtiya Rousttjfirti^ 1 if h'Hf \\ T1 : H PeterBergwMIfrom the trays so as not to expose
\ ' '

ments which evidenced faulty and
misleadingreasoning. I was distressed
because she is an Assistant Professor
of History at Trinity whose opinions
presumably have an impact on the
students she teaches.
Several lines into the letter it
becomes clear that something is very
wrong with Professor Greenberg's
conception of "tolerance". In the
beginning of the second paragraph
the Professor states that, although she
is aware that "racism, sexism, homophobia and other prejudices" existed
at Trinity, she was "dismayed at the
openness with which these opinions
are expressed". Now what is going
on here? Does Professor Greenberg
believe that people should have the
freedom to say what they think? Or
does thai freedom depend on whether
or not she like what they have to say?
From the content of the letter the
latter seems obvious.
The aspect of the letter that most
offended me was the author's insistence that she disliked the pro-Bush
editorial of November 1 not for partisan reasons, but because it was "unfair" and because of its "tone". This
offended me because in writing this
Professor Greenberg assumed that I
(and everyone else who read her letter) was stupid. Stupid enough, at
least, to believe that her assessment
of the editorial was impartial. The
pro-Dukakis article that same issue
was equally, if not more, rabid; calling Bush a "lady-in-waiting" and a
"McCarthyite", among other things.

Angry?
Write Us
Box 1310

other students to injury. I applaud
this effort but also believe that they
should have told the students who
already had the dessert to "be careful"
while eating it. Understandably, they
did not want to raise any "unnecessary" panic. In addition to the glass in
my blueberry pie, a student sitting at
the same table found a piece of wire in
her chocolate cake. Upon retrospection of the incident I realize how

lucky I was in chewing the glass rather
than swallowing it whole because I
could be in serious pain right now.
Please be careful, fellow students,
while eating your meals because you
won't want to experience the pleasure of having glass in you dessert
(nonetheless wire in your chocolate
cake).
Sincerely,
Patrick Lee •91

Wider Discussion
Over Controversy
To the Editor,
I am writing to join my colleague Cheryl Greenberg in the concern she expressed for a seeming lack
of tolerance and openmindedness in
the Trinity student community. I,
too, teach not so that students will
adopt my viewpoints, but rather to
create a learning environment in which
ideas can be exchanged and students
feel free to take intellectual risks. 1

believe that much of the current controversy over the Tripod itself should
be directed instead to a wider discussion of the meaning of a liberal arts
education. I would welcome the
opportunity to have such a discussion
with interested Trinity students.
Very truly yours.
Adrienne Fulco
Political Science Department
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Op-Ed
Is There A Place For Homosexuality In Society?
To the Editor,

choices, should I be subjected to their speech. Are you terrified of hearing Hendrickson, you have, debased your I have not been equipped with suffidecision? The answer is No. People views that disagree with you own? position by revealing true intentions. cient intellectual firepower to notice,
My letter in response to "Na- in the homosexual community are The "liberals" on this campus should Perhaps all homosexuals should be beforehand, the gaps in my argument.
tional Coming Out Day" was designed intent on forcing society to accept be able to accept my viewpoint even required to sign a list that the pre- The flaws you singed out were only
to raise consciousness and compel their sexual preferences. It is abun- though it does not coincide with their dominantly heterosexual corporate visible to the truly knowledgeable
the Trinity community to confront dantly clear that they have no qualms own.
world can more efficiently discrimi- and capable of being expressed by the
this issue. The rhetoric may have about offending others. Society
A liberal is, by definition, some- nate against them. Mr. Hendrickson, literary genii of this community. I
been excessive at times, however, the downplays these incidents and ex- one who is tolerant of other's views. your letter is an embarrassment to also thank you for your terms of
letter did outline some undeniably pects individuals, such as myself, to Nevertheless, many of the "liberals" your cause and will remind me to endearment: bigot, fascist, Nazi, ingrowing concerns. I would like to internalize their feelings of disgust. on this campus are narrow-minded. compile such a list in the future.
tolerant, ignorant. I hope I haven't
clarify some of the points that may If these individuals feel so strongly They cannot understand how conserI also found Professor Reger's offended anyone by leaving their
have been overlooked so the intent of about participating in homosexual vative could think differently than historical account of anal sex ex- descriptions off this noteworthy list.
my original letter is not misunder- activities, they should feel no need to they do. These "liberals" attempt to tremely disturbing. His citations are Many of you resorted to labelling and
stood.
offend people that would prefer not to repress the deviant views of conser- qualified but unnecessary. Does he name-calling and chose to skirt the
vatives by vocalizing their own be- actually condone anal sex between issues, atypical response. In retroIt is impossible for any hetero- hear about it.
sexual to understand homosexuality.
The Trinity Gay and Lesbian liefs. The rebuttals to my letter only adult men and boys'? I can think of spect, I am thrilled to have provided
It goes against everything I believe Alliance promotes these offensive confirmed my fears that the conser- more acceptable means of introduc- the liberals on Trinity campus with a
and have been taught. I am not a expressions. The members of this vatives on this campus are being ing aristocratic boys into adult soci- cause that enables them to all cry in
homophobe for I have no irrational group have an occasion addresses repressed by the righteous "liberals." ety. I also refuse to compare our unison.
fears. I am a practicing heterosexual religion and psychology classes here
The barrage of rebuttals attacked present society with the ancient culIn conclusion, every person must
and prefer not to question other at Trinity. Many students feel their many different aspects of my letter. tures of Greece and Rome. Perhaps make his or her own decision regardpeople's sexual preferences. Despite rights were being infringed upon by The letter I found most threatening Professor Reger has over-analyzed ing sexual preferences. If they are
these inclinations, the vocalizations these lectures. They did not enroll in was the one posed by the LAMBDA these epoches and should reacquaint content with their predilection then
of the homosexual movement has thesecourses with the expectations of Coordinator Mr. Hendrickson. Mr. himself with the modernized society they should feel no need to justify it.
commanded my attention.
being lectured to by a group of stu- Hendrickson promised to keep an eye of the 20th century. This modernized The choice of sexuality is an individMany people claim that homo- dents who discuss their own sexual on me and beseeched his 25,000,000 society has produced many success- ual concern and society should not be
sexuality is a choice that can not be preferences. These sessions detract followers do the same. By keeping an ful devices forbirth control andfrowns subjected to the expression of one's
denied. There are biological reports from the courses being instructed and eye on me, are you promoting reverse upon sex of any kind with children. I sexual habits. However, when indithat substantiate this claim but it is a did not contribute to the course cur- discrimination? It seems that the hope he concurs with me in this in- viduals vocalize their choice, society
tenuous position at best. This hy- riculum. Professors who are inter- objective of your movement is to gain stance.
is prompted to respond.
pothesis has resulted in the classifica- ested in the field of homosexuality enough power in order to discrimiI also applaud many of you for
tion of homosexuals with other mi- should design a course dealing with nate against the people you find dis- your trenchant critiques of my seem- Respectfully,
nority groups. This classification the issues involved. This course would agreeable. What a noble cause!!! Mr. ingly flawless polemic. Apparently, Joseph Guardo '89
however, is unacceptable. Many be entirely voluntary and through its
minority groups are discriminated enrollment, would accurately gauge
against because of their color. This the interest of Trinity's students. The
discrimination, however, does not Trinity Gay and Lesbian Alliance
affect many homosexuals who be- could aid the professors in the devel- To the Editor,
furthers the problem". I felt insulted, that differences exist but these differlong to the white majority. Their only opment of this course thereby proence can be dealt with in a positive
Scott Haddad's letter insinuates
deviation from the majority is their jecting a positive attitude on campus that minority orientation perpetuates because I refuse to consider myself a way.
minority. Perhaps they thought "I
sexual preference. How could these without offending anyone.
racism. Having undergone the Black, was retarded or something".
Contrary to Mr. Haddad's beindividuals possibly be discriminated
A large percentage of the stu- Hispanic, and Asian orientation in
I did indeed attend the program, lief, recognizing that differences exagainst for something so personal? I dents on campus were surprised and fall 1986,1 have a different view of
does not reinforce them. It is only
have yet to see a job application that elated that somebody finally an opin- what the program means, and how it and have realized that this program ist
serves a great purpose for minority after we acknowledge that racism is a
requests sexual preference, nor have I ion regarding this issue. I have been serves the Trinity campus.
freshmen at Trinity. Through work- part of society, that we can begin to
been asked to divulge my preference approached by many students that
Like Mr. Haddad's friend, I too shops, films, and seminars, the pro- make changes. No problem has ever
in an interview. In light of these have expressed their approval. These
alleviated without first being
experiences, I am inclined to believe students may not have agreed with felt apprehensive about attending gram educates to be comfortable and been
that homosexuals are discriminated the letter entirely, but I'm sure they because I was under the suspicion confident with who they are. The acknowledged as a problem.
against because they let their choice could single out a paragraph or sen- that by going, I was admitting that I program does not seek to separate
adversely affect their relations with tence that concurred with their be- was different. I though that minority students and make them feel differ- Sincerely,
orientation was a "solution wh ich only ent. It teaches them to acknowledge Ngoc Dung Ho '90
fellow workers.
liefs. These students have not exThe nature of homosexuality pressed their true opinions to others
does bring into question the familial for fear of being ostracized. They
structure. The basis of the family considered a letter on "National
structure is already weak due to high Coining Out Day" just as repugnant
divorce rates, child abuse and drugs. as many felt about the homophobic
Excessive expression of homosexu- response. Who is to say what is
ality can have an adverse effect on the offensive and what is not?
development of impressionable chilFurthermore, should we appoint
dren. I believe this is true, in spite of someone to determ ine whether a viewthe surveys on homosexuality that point is right or wrong? The "libershow this preference to have little, if als" choose to intellectualize the
any, effect on children. The probabil- homosexuality issue whereas I base
ity that it may affect children should my viewpoint on my perceived mobe kept as low as possible. This rality. I hardly think that psychiatric
objective can be attained if the homo- counseling is warranted in this insexuals refrain from vocalizing their stance, but I thank Dr. Steele for his
preferences. This simple request concern. After all, "homophobia" is
should not go unheeded. Let's be not recognized as a psychiatric illness
honest, would you let your children according to the American Psychiatgrow up in predominantly homosex- ric Association. Dr. Steele, I found
ual community?
your letter to be extremely irresponAs much as I would like to choose sible and close-minded. You have
the sexual preferences of others, I tainted the academic environs of this
cannot. If I can control other people's college by seeking to limitfreedom of
Special Undergraduate Program A junior year
introduction to architecture, urban planning, and
historic preservation for students who have
completed their sophomore year at an accredited
college or university. Students spend the first
semester in New York at the Graduate School of
Architecture, Planning, and Preservation and the
second semester in Paris at Columbia's studio and
classroom facility in the historic Marais district.

Recognition Brings Changes

Columbia University
Graduate School of
Architecture, Planning,
and Preservation

The Shape of
Two Cities:
New York/Paris

Pizzaroni
N.Y. Style Pizza
Calzones
White Clam Pizza
Stromboli
Chicago Stuffed Pizza

Check with us for our Tuesday &
Wednesday
Specials

Sheet Pan Party Pizza
For Super Fast Delivery: Call 249-3899

The Program offers a choice of academic terms:
I. Fall, 1989 in New York and Spring, 1990 in Paris
II. Summer, 1989 in New York and Fall, 1989 in Paris
Application forms and additional information may
be obtained from:
Dean of Admissions
Graduate School of Architecture,
Planning, and Preservation
400 Avery Hall
Columbia University
New York, New York 10027
(212)280-3510
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News
Bartman '68 Discusses His Latest Film
films as an actor, associate producer
andcastingdirector. Before O"Hara's
Wife, Bartman was involved in sevNews Editor
eral other movie productions
including Gung Ho staring Michael
Writer-director William Bart- Keaton.
While attending Trinity, Bartman '68, was welcomed by The Edwin man was
involved in theater producM. Blake Memorial and the Trinity tion and writing
many of which
College Fine Arts department for a he produced. plays,
graduating in
screening and discussion of his recent 1968,he went intoAfter
teaching until 1971.
film, O'Hara's Wife, last Wednes- He soon started up
a small theater
day.
company in Los Angeles which evenO'Hara's Wife stars Ed Asner, tually led to his involvement in movie
Marielte Hartley, and Tom Bosley production.
with a special appearance by Jodie
B artman' s most recent project is
Foster. Though typically billed as a a collaborative effort between Americomedy, the movie has also been can and Chinese producers called Sun
described by critics as, "sentimental, Chasers. "It is about a journey of self
warrh, and genuinely touching." It discovery for a young Chinese man
has played in 18 states and approxi- who decides to come to America to
mately forty countries, with numer- find the freedom he doesn't feel he's
ous runs on cable television.
getting fast enough in China. He
The movie is about a man com- discovers that the only way he is
ing to terms with his own life after going to get his freedom is back in his
being widowed. With the help of his own country," said Bartman.
wife's ghost, Jim (Ed Asner) O'Hara,
this to be a real collabois coached through his daily prob- rative"I want
effort,
like The Last
lems and is able to come to the under- Emperor, wherenot
they
just came in a
standing that he must enjoy life more. shot the picture," he remarked.
The
With his wife's help, Jim is also movie is still in the writing stage and
able to rebuild his relationship with is currently being considered by some
William Bartman '68 (wearing hat) directing a scene from O'Hara's Wife.
his estranged children and comes to American producers
the realization that his job is to blame
for his deteriorating health. Through
his wife's consultations, he begins to
see what is really important in his life.
In the lecture following the
The purpose of this weekend areas to bid for acts to come to all of
screening, Bartman explained that the
was to expose club members to the the schools around the same time.
storyline was partially taken from
-By Arundathi K. Duleepentertainment that is available to col- This considerably lowers the cost of
personal experience, "In my life,
News Staff Writer
leges. Different agencies displayed bringing the act to the schools.
however, it was my father that died,
Valzania met with students from
their acts in an exhibit hall, while
and my mother who had to deal with
agents negotiated with students. The Central Connecticut University,
his death."
Five student delegates from the weekend also consisted of educational Southern Connecticut University,
While Bartman admits that it is
College and the Univernot a "great" movie, he says it does Trinity College Activities Council sessions on alcohol, how to work with Connecticut
of Connecticut. By setting up
fill a void for movies of its genre. (TCAC) attended the National Asso- administrators, and leadership work- sity
open communications, each college
"Some viewers have written to me ciation of Campus Activities Regional shops.
Approximately 1000 students can help each other out and greater
saying that they have had similar Conference in Springfield, Massachuexperiences where they believe they setts, November 1 lth through Novem- from different New England colleges benefit in booking acts.
TCAC expressed interest in
are seeing a loved one after their ber 13th. This meeting gave represen- attended this meeting. TCAC presirecent death. This movie is one I tatives from most of the New England dent David Valzania '89, attended a some comedy acts, such as local
think a lot of people can identify colleges a chance to meet with other program called On-Tour New Eng- comedian Earl Reed from Bridgestudent representatives and preview land. This cooperative buying .pro- port. In addition, bands such as "The
with," said Bartman.
many entertainers'acts for the upcom- gram enables colleges in neighboring New York City Swing" and "A Room
Though a director and writer, ing semester.
Full of Blues" were proposed for the
Bartman has also worked on other
Bantam Ball. "We expressed interest
in these acts, but we have not put in
-By Toh Tsun Lim-

TCAC Attends Regional Conference

Trinity Makes Five New Appointments

counting and coordinator of student Machines in Hartford.
accounts at Skidmore College in
Geddis holds a bachelor of arts
Press Release
Saratoga Springs, N.Y. She earned a degree in community psychology
Trinity News Bureau
bachelor of arts degree from Skid- from Albertus Magnus College.
more College in 1973 and a master of
Sandra Blanchard recently was
business administration degree from promoted to assistant director of the
Five administrative positions SUNY at Binghamton in 1988.
career counseling office at Trinity
dealing with areas of college anaor
Rhonda L. Geddis of New College.
the Trinity College office of alumni Britian was appointed an assistant
and college relations.
director of annual giv ing in the develBlanchard had worked in the
In thispart-timeposition, Devine opment office at Trinity College.
career counseling office at Trinity as
plans and implements major events
Geddis will have responsibility the recruiting coordinator since 1984.
including Trinity's annual Reunion.
for gift solicitations from Trinity Previously, she had worked in the
Devine is also a free-lance pub- alumni in the classes before 1935,
lic relations practitioner in the Hart- 1950-58, and 1970-75. Before join- executive employment and recruitford area. She previously worked as ing the Trinity administration, Ged- ment office at G.Fox & Compny in
a public relations account manager dis was the registrar at Albertus Hartford and was assistant to the dean
for Keiler Advertising in Farming- Magnus College in New Haven, Conn. of admissions at Harvard Law School
ton, Conn., an account executive with Prior to that, she worked for the Pri- in Cambridge, Massachusetts. She
Schofield & Company in Boston, vate Industry Council in New Britain, earned a bachelor of arts degree in
Mass., and a staff reporter for the Conn., and International Business psychology from Central Connecticut State University in 1977.
New Haven Register.
Devine is a 1978 graduate of
Marymount College in Tarrytown,
N.Y.
The Japan Exchange and Teaching
Nancy Tellier was recently
Program seeks to promote mutual!
appointed the assistant director of
understanding between Japan and
alumni relations at Trinity College.
Before joining the Trinity Colthe U.S. by inviting young native
lege administration, Tellier worked
speakers of English to Japan for a
in New York City as an operations
year to teach English at
manager at Alcott & Andrews and a
management trainee at The Bank of
the local junior high
New York. A 1987 graduate of Trinand senior high school levels.
ity College, she majored in history.
While an undergraduate, she founded
and managed NLT Limited, a clothing and jewelry business geared toTerm: One year, August 1, 1989 - July 31, 1990
ward college students.
Carol P. Kessel was recently
Eligibility Requirements:
named associate comptroller in the
U.S. citizenship
business office at Trinity College.
age under 35 as of August 1, 1989
Before joining the Trinity Colat least a B.A. degree as of August 1, 1989
lege administration, Kessel was the
assistantfor university financial analy- Applications must be postmarked no later than December 15,
sis/assistant director in the office of
1988. For further information and applications, please contact
students accounts at the State Univer- Elizabeth Schaefer at the Japanese Consulate in Boston (617)
sity of New York (SUNY) at Binghamton, N.Y. Prior to that, she had J73-9772, or Chris Lucas at the J.E.T. Office at the Embassy in
worked as supervisor of income ac- Washington, (202) 939-6779.

any formal bids. We may not be able
to get some of the acts because of
limited availability or price," said
Assistant Dean of Student Activities
Jo Ann Pulver.
"The educational sessions are
very beneficial. One of the primary
goals for us is to see new comedians,
new bands; acts that we would like to
see here for Spring Weekend. It is
one of the best ways for us to find new
acts," commented Valzania.
"The greatest outcome of the
conference was that TCAC was able
to meet face to face with the agents,"
said Pulver.
Both Pulver and Valzania will
attend the National conference in
Nashville, Tennessee later in the year
for a preview of larger national acts.

Class of f88Alumni Tend
Towards Service Careers
-By David GerberNews Staff Writer

If recent trends continue, more
Trinity students will be entering the
educational and social service sector upon graduation. According to
Director of Career Counseling
Rosanne Burt, "An increasing
number of students have expressed
a desire to, 'make a difference,' and
in turn have passed up higher paying job opportunities in the business or finance fields."
"Each year approximately 1720% of Trinity's graduating class
chooses to enter graduate or professional school immediately, many
more delay their plans, for a whole
host of reasons," said Burt. Although actual statistics won't be
available until the spring, preliminary numbers support the premise
that this year will not be an exception. Burt said, "It takes about six
months before we receive information from all of the graduating class,

so it is very difficult to forecast
what last year's seniors are doing
now."
Early information shows that
the greatest number of graduates
headed towards the banking/financing/accounting fields. Of those in
these areas who have reported back
to Trinity, their mean salary is
$27,125, with at least one graduate
reporting a starting salary of
$35,000.
Preliminary reports also show
a rise in the number of students entering the education/social service
field. Of only 22 graduates reporting, it is very interesting to note that
only 12 are reporting a salary. This
reflects the growing concern and
benevolence of graduating seniors.
Commenting on Trinity's
reputation, Burt said, "Trinity continues to enjoy a fine reputation
throughout the education and business worlds. This is evidenced by
the large number of corporations
that consistently use Trinity as a
resource, and by the acceptance of
Trinity graduates in all of the top
schools."

Colgate University
...invites you to consider a career in teaching.
Colgate University offers the Masters of Arts in Teaching degree to
liberal arts graduates interested in teaching high school science,
mathematics, English, and social studies. Generous financial aid is
available to qualified students. For more information write to. George E.
De Boer, Chairperson, Department of Education, Colgate University,
Hamilton, NY 13346/Phone: (315) 824-1000.
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News
Life on Other Planets
-By John ClaudNcws Staff'Writer
WESLEY AN UNIVERSITY
Divestment from South African
holdings is once again the hot topic at
Wesleyan.
The Social Implication Subcommittee (SISC) made a recommendation to the Wesleyan Board of Governors that the University divest from
four of its nine holdings in companies
that conduct business in South Africa. The total of these holding was
estimated at $4.5 million.
Our neighbors to the South are
also reconsidering their decision to
drop student involvement in making
tenure decisions about professors. The
Wesleyan Board of Trustees voted
earlier in the year to drop student
involvement in the tenure decisions.
The Wesleyan Student Assembly met
with University President William
Chace, who said he would seek to
increase the students' roles in the
tenure process.
WILLIAMS COLLEGE
Women applying to Williams in
the near future may get a break from
the Admissions Office.
With 59% of class of 1992
comprised of males the admissions
office has been recommended to favor women among equally qualified
candidates towards the close of the
admissions process. The high percentage of men on the Williams
campus was attributed to a higher
matriculation rate than expected.

The programmer admitted to
programming the virus, and also
helped kill it before any files were
destroyed. The virus prevented access to some files and prevented printing in others. Similar viruses were
discovered at the University of Pennsylvania, Williams College, and Arizona State University. The U.S. Justice department is considering filing
charges.

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
Dartmouth College officials
have resisted the wiles of temptation
from the Hefner Empire.
The College recently returned a
$5000 scholarship from Playboy
Magazine, who awarded the funds in
the name of a senior who maintained
a 4.0 GPA while playing outstanding
football for the Big Green.
Providence College also made a
bold moral statement against the
AMHERST COLLEGE
magazine when only one student
Freshmen at Amherst this year showed up for interviews for an upare sending the school into the red. coming "Women of the Big East"
An unprecedented amount of aid was story. Several other schools have
awarded to the Class of 1992, and that discouraged Playboy from coming to
increase will send Amherst about their campuses.
$400,000 into debt. The Amherst
administration attributed the debt to a
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH
decrease in parental contributions to CAROLINA
the school. The shortfall amounts to
A young UNC entrepreneur has
less than one percent of the Amherst originated the idea of condoms bearbudget.
ing school colors. The idea started at
Chapel Hill, and the condoms are
BOWDOIN COLLEGE
being marketed at other schools, inBowdoin is marching straight to cluding the University of California,
Capitol Hill to request funds for a Southern Cal, and other campuses in
proposed science facility. The Polar Kansas, Iowa, and Florida.
Bears are side stepping the traditional
The condoms are being distrib"peer review" policy used to allocate uted by a San Diego firm started by
funds to colleges, which has been the UNC grad. The firm is hoping a
known to concentrate funds to large market will exist for students who
schools in specific areas. Bowdoin will apply their school spirits in more
has also hired a lobbying firm to plead ways than one.
its case to Congress.
COLGATE UNIVERSITY
Colgate has changed its alcohol
policy for students living in school
apartments.
Keg and beer parties are no
longer permitted in University apartments, a policy which now coincides
with that of the dorms. The Colgate
administration sought to align the
entire campus, as well as control the
size of apartment parties. The University had previously maintained two
separate policies.

(CPS) — A record number of foreign students enrolled at American
colleges last year, and more than
half of them were from Asian countries, the Institute of International
Education (HE) announced last
week.
In all, some 356,200 of the
12,500,000 students who registered
for college classes during the 198788 school year were foreign residents. More than half came from
Taiwan, China, India, Korea, Malaysia and Japan, the HE, which is
based in New York, said.
"The economies of the Asian
countries are flourishing," explained
Marie Zikopoulis, editor of thellE's
"Open Doors: 1987-88."
More Asian students, in other
words, now can afford to come to
the U.S., Zikopoulis said.
In addition, "Korea and China
have liberalized their policies about
sending students abroad. This accounts for the big jumps (in the
number of students) from those two
countries," said Zikopoulis.
Korea sent 20,520 students to
study here, 2.9 percent more than
last year, while China sent 25,200

students, an increase of 26 percent.
Zikopoulis added Japanese students who can't crack some of the
exclusive campuses at home —
where a student's college sometimes
is determined while he or she is still
in elementary school — often opt
for U.S. colleges.
Some 18,050Japaneseenrolled
in the U.S. in 1987-88, a 19.8 percent jump since last year, the HE
report showed.
At the same time, however,
other parts of the world are sending
fewer students to the U.S. For example, students from Middle Eastern countries, who once made up 30
percent of all the foreign students in
the U.S., now number 43,640, a
decline of 7.1 percent from last year.
"There is a direct relationship
between the declining fortunes of
the oil industry and the drop in student numbers from the Middle East,"
Zikopoulis said. "The Middle Eastern students are no longer able to
afford educations here."
"For the next few years, the
trend (of more students from Asia)
will continue," she predicted.

Group Says Campus Women
Harassed, Infrequently Helped

(CPS)—Female college students too
often suffer "peer harassment" from
their male classmates, a new report
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
by the Association of American ColA Cornell grad student infected
lege (AAC) in Washington, D.C.
6,000 computers with a virus, which
charges.
made the computers unusable for over
The AAC, which in recent years
two days.
sponsored numerous reports saying
women weather an inhibiting "chilly
climate" on campus that men escape,
defined "peer harassment" as humiliating, unwanted sexual comments and
promotion are not completely bro- derogatory sexual innuendoes in its
Continued from Page 1
ken."
report, "Peer Harassment: Hassles for
Curran continued, "The prob- Women on Campus."
curricula by authors like E.D. Hirsch
and Allan Bloom, as well as the con- lem is that sometimes people use
"These things happen to women
servative positions of Secretary of standards to get around Affirmative all the time, but no one ever looks at
Education William Bennett. She was Action, and some other times people them," said Bernice Sandier, director
able to understand that if her new use Affirmative Action to get around of the AAC's Project on the Status
curricula was undermined she would standards."
and Education of Women, which isfeel threatened, just as the professors
In assessing the current trend of sued the report.
of strict classics courses are feeling modern education, Chatfield ex"Women often see these as bad
threatened now.
pressed concern that, "In higher eduthings but feel they can't do anything
"They don't see that there's a cation we face the dilemma which is about it. Women don't complain
choice — they think their literature is the product of the erosion of a funda- because they see it as normal behavtruth. They think that if you are mental body of knowledge." This ior, as the way men are, or they don't
studying 14 white male books and fundamental knowledge is referred to think anything will happen."
you drop 7 white male books to study in Hirsch's book, "Cultural Literacy,"
"For too many students, rela7 women's or minorities books, you and is meant to be rooted in a stu- tionships
between men and women
are losing 7 not gaining 7," Green- dent's understanding of the classic are not always
positive," the report
treatises of western civilization.
berg said.
said. "Too many women experience
"Though
we
must
continually
Professor of Philosophy W.
hostility, anger and sometimes even
Miller Brown believed that Dean revise and refine our curricular offer- violence from male students."
Cohn's letter was a good idea, and ings... at the same time we must be
To a lesser extent, male profesthat her reactions were correct. Brown devoted to cultivation and perpetuat- sors also
use their power over female
was recently involved in a sympo- ing a fundamental knowledge of the students to
bribe or coerce women to
sium that questioned "Who Picks seminal events in our history," said have sex with
them, Sandier said.
What for You to Study?" A debate on Chatfield. "The perpetuation of the Other male professors
collude in
knowledge
of
these
events
is
not
incurricula is an issue to be discussed in
compatible with the broadening of a sexual harassment by allowing their
another symposium.
Brown was also not surprised at curriculum."
He continues, "We must underthis conservative resistance.
"Changes are always resisted. It's stand that some of the great writers of
not dangerous, but whenever people the western tradition, despite the fact
organize, it is important for people to that they are white males, write in a Continued from Page 1
universal language and appeal to
disagree."
Homelessness Week, ConnPIRG
Other Trinity professors, how- people across racial, class and gender organized
a a final fundraising event
lines.
We
should
not
assume
that
the
ever, expressed some concerns over
up of a group student volunthe curricula of modem education. classics of western civilization ap- made
simulating a homeless scenario,
While they believed that there was a peal only to a narrowly defined audi- teers
and a few professors, who initiated
problem in trying to accommodate an ence."
While Chatfield and others are discussion. The "evicted" students
increasingly pluralistic student body
were homeless as a result of an inand faculty, they thought this prob- convinced that "oppression studies" crease
in the price of housing. They
lem was not as great as conservative are not the reason for the erosion of had to raise
at least a hundred dollars
fundamental knowledge, he expresses
scholars believed.
each in order to have a home again.
"F m as concerned about the heart concern that students lack educational Most of this money was raised through
of the Trinity curriculum as I am focus. This, he says, may be promul- pledges the volunteers collected
about broadening the curriculum to gated by the fact that curriculums are throughout the week, and an addiinclude subjects that have previously getting too fragmented.
tional $200 was raised by soliciting
"I place a very high value on under the Cook arch.
been neglected," said Associate Prothese non-core courses. They have an
fessor of History Jack Chatfield.
Overall, the week was extremely
Ward S. Curran, Professor of essential place in our curriculum. successful, with over a thousand dolHowever,
in
the
last
generation
we
Economics concurred, "Diversity of
lars raised in pledges and donations.
faculty, in terms of sex and race is have seen the flowering of social and John Mills '89, one of the student
useful for undergraduates in cultural history, and as important as it volunteers, expressed the feelings of
general In individual instances I is, I would not like to see that displace most of the volunteers. "Now I know
would favor affirmative action as long the more conventional political his- a little bit more about how those
as I am convinced that standards of tory that is so essential," he said.

Curriculum Questioned

As I oiis Boost Number
Of Foreign Students in U.S.

male students to berate women during classroom discussions.
The report arrived as many
campuses were trying new ways to
combat sexual harassment of students
and campus employees.
Some schools require students
to participate in sexual awareness
seminars. Southern Methodist University now forbids amorous studentfaculty relationships, as do the universities of Pennsylvania and Delaware, and Temple, Brown and Harvard universities.
In fact, many campuses already
are operating the kinds of programs
the AAC suggests to help combat the
problem.
"I never feel they're doing
enough," Sandier said of the efforts.
"Institutions are just becoming aware
that this is a problem. This is just a
beginning."
Students, too, have tried. A
University of Massachusetts fraternity cancelled a bikini contest last
spring when the event's sponsor,
Miller Beer, was petitioned by offended students. About 50 students
picketed a University of Maryland
fraternity where several members had
surrounded and threatened a woman
who had complained about a song
they were chanting about gang rape at
a campus bar.
"There's no question that fraternities and sports teams — in particular football and basketball teams —
are the worst offenders,"Sandiersaid.

The report accused fraternities
of fostering "a crowd mentality" that,
when combined with drinking, can
"create a potentially explosive situation (for women)."
The report cited other common
examples: "scoping," which involves
loudly rating passing women's attractiveness on a scale of one to 10,
and yelling obscenities at female
passers by.
Such harassment, the AAC's
report contended, tells women they' re
always vulnerable, a message that
can undermine a woman's self-esteem and damage their academic
careers. "Some women may change
classes or majors, change schools, or
drop out altogether," the report stated.
It can cause many — altogether
less immediate—problems for men,
the report added. "When men view
women as objects to be demeaned,
men find it difficult to relate to women
as equal human beings, much less as
friends or potential romantic partners. Men who do not respect
women...are not prepared for the
working world, where women are
increasingly likely to be their colleagues."
The report also asserted schools
with reputations for being inhospitable to women may have trouble
getting funds from state legislatures
and convincing female students to
register. It did not, however, offer
any examples.

Homelessness Week Successful
homeless people feel. I'm just glad I
raised all the money for my housing
deposit, otherwise, I would have been
out there all night. I was freezing
after only three hours."
Throughout the week, there were
also smaller fundraising events such
as the Newman Club M&M fundraiser, the President's Fellows Food
Drive, the SGA soap and toothpaste
drive (in which over four hundred
items were collected), and the Christian Fellowship Fast on Friday (for
which members of Christian Fellowship raised over three hundred dollars
through sponsors).
The week was the result of huge
effort on the part of many people,
who gave their support either through
financial means or by giving some of
their time to organize the week's
events. If you would like to help the
hungry and the homeless, you can
contact the Hunger and Homeless-

ness branch of ConnPIRG through
box 6000.
ConnPIRG wishes to thank: Deans
Pulver and Peters, Professors Pfeil
and Greenberg, the Trinity Coalition
of Blacks, TGLBA, Community
Outreach, Chapel Committee, SGA,
the College Republicans, Reverend
Tull, and fraternities Alpha Chi Rho
and Alpha Delta Phi.

Join the
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World Outlook
George Bush: A Republican Mandate
- By Marc Grossman World Outlook Writer
Now that the election is over, I
have to disagree with those people
who claim that George Bush did not
receive a mandate from the American
people. This is simply not true. Both
the Bush and Dukakis campaigns put
forth solid positions on domestic and
foreign policy issues. The fact that
the news media chose not to give
prominent attention to those positions
is another issue entirely. Clearly,
those voters who felt strongly about
certain issues knew which candidate
represented their views. As Bush
himself said in the closing days of the
campaign, there was a "great divide"
between himself and Gov. Dukakis.
Any insinuation that voters were only
influenced by issues such as Willie
Horton and the pledge or were just
unable to discern any significant difference between the two candidates is
an insult to the intelligence and common sense of the American people.
What then does the Bush victory
mean? The American people said
that they expected the Vice-President
to work to fulfil! his campaign promises. These include: more restrictive
federal spending, tougher anti-crime
measures, a more effective war on
drugs, a strong military concurrent
with nuclear arms reductions, and a

greater federal commitment to education and the environment. The electorate saw George Bush as an
experienced, pragmatic, Washington
insider who shared their basic values.
They may have agreed with the Democrats that many inequalities exist in
our society, but they refused to accept
the creation of an even bigger government with more unwieldy programs to
deal with them. Bush will address
these concerns more effectively than
Ronald Reagan has, but he will not
push government beyond its means.
President Bush will work to keep

With 1988 elections placing
overwhelming emphasis on America's domestic situation, it is wise to
now turn our attention to more globaly oriented issues. One problem
which has increasingly plagued
United States foreign policy is the
threat of terrorism.
In a world of constant violence,
it is little surprise that terrorism has
become such an attractive method of
attaining political desires. It strikes a
similarity to those secret guilds such
as the Illuminati back in the time of
the Reformation. Of course the weapons, the tactics, and leadership have
changed since then, but the general
goal is the same. If they prove to
cause enough a problem to a state in
order to obtain concessions, then they
have achieved a measure of success.
In particular, one of the oldest
hot spots for terrorism has started up
once again in a land now growing
exceedingly exhausted with the long
conflict.
Northern Ireland:

There are three terrorist groups
in Northern Ireland, though of course
the most powerful and the most famous is the IRA, now known as the
PIRA or the Provisional Irish Republican Army. Not long ago, the PIRA
held a funeral for their three dead
members who were shot on sight by
British SAS (Special Air Services:
Equivalent to U.S. Delta Force) in
Gibraltar. This of course provoked a
violent responseas the PIRA launched
a series of attacks on British soldiers
not only in Northern Ireland but also
in Europe as shown by the kill ing of a
British officer in Brussels in retaliation. The current death toll in Northern Ireland comes to 2,700 in an area
with only 1.6 million people in a 20year feud. Although the IRA would
probably call it a "war", it is more
appropriately a blood feud as the organization has no real base of operations and it targets civilians far more
often than the soldiers who arrived to
quiet the violence of the region. This
is nothing new. Old grievances never
go away as Ulster (another name for
Northern Ireland) Protestants are
considered immigrants sent by Britain to enforce their rule in the region.
In fact, the Protestants were mostly
former Scots who were offered better
work and conditions in the early times

publicans) Numerically, the Democrats gained one seat in the Senate,
but the status quo has remained virtually unchanged. It could also be argued that the Democratic-controlled
Senate facing George Bush will be
more conservative than that of the
last two years. In any event, the Bush
administration will be able to work
with the Democrats in Congress to
implement a realistic, politically
moderate program to continue the
economic expansion this country
continues to undergo.

The Fall of Lowell Weicker
- By Judy Sandford Production Editor

The day after the November
elections, many Connecticut residents
were shocked to learn that their Attorney General Joseph P. Lieberman
would be their next senator. Lieberman won the race by a mere 10,000
votes, putting the 18-year incumbent,
Senator Lowell P. Weicker out of a
job.
In the months preceding theelection, Weicker seemed to maintain a
slight lead. Although a republican,

Weicker has a reputation for joining
the democrats in shielding health,
education and social welfare programs from the Reaganomic budget
cuts. Often labeled a "maverick," he
is one of the few consistently liberal
senators who has the abil ity to shame
other senators into votes they would
not normally cast.
Ironically, Lieberman - the
democratic challenger - seemed to
have less support among liberals
going into the election. In September, Weicker maintained a slight lead
in the polIs, but j ust a week before the
election, the candidates were running neck-and-neck.
Just as the presidential cam-

Terrorism and the IRA
- By Steve Y i World Outlook Writer

able given voter contentment with the
economy and America's position in
the world. The American people rejected the need for sharp, radical
change in either the legislative or
executive branches.
Admittedly, there was some fine
tuning such as the defeat of Lowell
Weicker here in Connecticut, bul this
was more than offset by the election
of conservative Republicans in
Mississippi and Florida. (A bit of
trivia is that for the first time since
Reconstruction, both of the senate
seats in Mississippi are held by Re-

America strong and at peace while
genuinely seeking to smooth some
of the rougher Reagan edges in terms
of domestic problems. He will
genuinely work to create a "kinder,
gentler" America based on the foundation laid over the last eight years.
As far as the Senate races were
concerned, it was obvious that the
Bush campaign message of peace
and prosperity did not create coattails. On the other hand, how could
it? Virtually the only thing established in 1988 was that incumbents
of both parties were almost unbeat-

to control an unruly Irish population.
After Irish independence, the fact that
the established Protestant majority in
the North separated from the new
nation in favor of the Britain rankled
many Irish Catholics who had been
living a "second-class" status in Ulster. Conditions have since improved
greatly, but the PIRA still sees no
other alternative but complete independence from Britain and unification
with the Republic of Ireland to truly
offer Catholics a safe place to live.
They have demonstrated a zealous
commitment to this goal.
To take a few examples: •
2/22/72—bomb at Parachute
Regiment HQ kills nine soldiers and
civilians in revenge for "Bloody Sunday" where paratroopers had fired into
a demonstrating crowd at Londonderry shooting 13 civilians.
8/27/79—the famous bombing of
Lord Louis Mountbatten's fishing boat
which not only kills Mounlbatten but
his grandson, aged 14, and the grandson's friend, aged 15.
8/27/79—same day, the PIRA
claims the killing of 18 British soldiers at Warrenpoint who were travelling by truck. Ambushed by dynamite and members poured automatic
rifle fire into those surviving. Most
senior army officer, Colonel David
Blair, killed so far in the struggle
5/3/8 6—two PIRA members prepare a 800 lb. booby trap which detonates, killing one and wounding the
other. Responsible for murder of offduty policemen in Feb. 1986.
The PIRA has in-fighting within
its own ranks, however. In fact, the
INLA (Irish National Liberation
Army) is the socialist version of the
PIRA and has claimed responsibility
for many murders and bomb attacks.
Apparently, the INLA is a more radical version of the PIRA and extends its
operations to British soil with far more
frequency than does the PIRA. Its
actual goals are vague, but they seem
related to those of the PIRA except, of
course, the INLA would like to see a
different government than that of the
Irish Republic as the head of the new
Ulster. They co-claimed the bombing
of Lord Mountbatten's boat. Their
present status is unknown.
The UDA (Ulster Defence Association) is an answer to the PIRA. This
organization does nothing more than
reprisals which involve murders and
raids of Provisional IRA and the general Catholic populace. This is an
understandable response to the constant v iolence perpetrated by the PIRA.

Their most recent action of any significance was back in 1984 when
they shot down the leader of the
Provisional Sinn Fein Party (which
is supported by the PIRA) and severely wounded him.
As for the future of the Irish,
there appears to be no end in sight.
However, a negotiated settlement has
been ruled out, so bloody confrontations will have decide the issue. As
forBritishpublic opinion, it has been
hardly effective in even softening
Thatcher's stance to the PIRA. More
importantly, the Labor Party broadly
supports the Prime Minister's policies. So one can toss the idea of negotiations out the window. Since the
British have more arms, more men,
more money, and perhaps more patience (it's been 16 years), there is
little doubt who will be the victor.
Besides, the Ulster population (including the Catholics) are getting
sick and tired of the brutal tactics the
PIRA uses to achieve their goals.
Seven out of every 10 Ulster residents (Catholic or Protestant) approve power-sharing. British confidence in popular support has allowed
them to reduce troop concentration
from a former 20,000 in 1972 to
10,400 today. But their fanaticism
will keep their movement going for a
while yet. People they hate will continue to get killed. And no matter
how carefully they place the bombs,
people they had not intended to hurt
will keep getting hurt. The UDA is
also taking flak from former Protestants who had tacitly supported the
organization. The air of reconciliation is in the making. The only
question now is when.

paign was marked by the slogan
"Where was George?" the Connecticut race for Senator has been characterized by a negative campaign.
"Where was Weicker?" Lieberman
repeatedly asked at several televised
debates this fall. Lieberman continually pointed to Weicker's 90% voting
rate, noting the senator's absence from
more than 300 votes. "Weicker continually missed votes...was it important? Instead, he was out collecting
speaking fees," accused Lieberman.
Weicker's defense was that he
was present for the important votes.
"Weicker was there when women and
minorities came under attack... I stood
up and was counted," he said.
Lieberman's campaign slogan:
"a senator people can count on" was
designed to respond to Weicker's
absences. "Lowell Weicker didn't
show up for work. He has one of the
worst attendance records in the senate and he missed votes that were
really important to Connecticut and
the country," said the Connecticut attorney general.
The three term senator stood finn
on his record. "My 90% voting record is the same as Dodd and better
than [former Senator Abe] Ribicoff. I
haven'tmissedakey vote since 1980.
It's not a question of quantity, but of
quality. Ninety percent in anybody's
book is an "A."
Lieberman relentlessly continued to bring up the issue of Weicker's
missed votes. "Fact is you missed
more than 300 votes... you might not
think they're key. Your attendance
record is a lousy one."
Weicker responded that he had
been a strong leader for Connecticut.
"No man has led more in the fight
against AIDS, for cost-cutting of SDI
and ABM, and for environmental
cleanups. They know where I stand,"
he said. Weicker even criticized that
some votes were not worthy of his
attendance, and that Lieberman's
negative campaigning was taking
cheap shots. "When you're down to
the business of smoking on airplanes
and a 90% voting record,...I'd say the
campaign had run out of gas!"
Despite the battle about
Weicker's attendance, the candidates
agree on most domestic issues of the
campaign. Increased funding for
environmental protection, long-term
healthcare, and affordable housing
were programs that each promised to
support in the senate.
As for questions of foreign policy, they agreed on what the problems

were, but differed on how to solve
them. Lieberman praised the advances
made between the Reagan administration and the Soviet Union, but expressed concern over it's satellite
nations, Cuba and Nicaragua. Weicker
recommended an active approach. "1
don't need Gorbachev to get the Soviets out of Cuba, I need the United
States to get the Soviets out of Cuba."
Yet Lieberman criticized
Weicker's personal involvement in
foreign affairs, particularly his visits
to Cuba to obtain the release of U.S.
prisoners and the Senator's receipt of
gifts from Cuban President Fidel
Castro. "Weicker became a numberone patron advocate of Fidel Castro.
It's up to Gorbachev to release Soviet
troops from Cuba."
Turning to the United States' role
in Nicaraguan affairs, Lieberman believes, "the policies of this administration have not worked in
Nicaragua...our hope continues with
humanitarian aid to the Contras." But
Weicker again supported the activist
response, "nobody's better qualified
to solve those problems [in Nicaragua] than the United States. I opposed the Contra policy from the
beginning [of any Contra aid]. "
Weicker also warned against abuse of
the War Powers Act in Central America. "B ut let me tell you, for those that
speak for Libya and Grenada, you
also have Iran-Contra."
Liebennan's approval of Reagan's foreign policy, in cases like
the Grenada invasion and the bombings in Libya, make him popular with
conservatives. Bush sympathizers
may have sided with the conservative
democrat, and helped him to win the
state.
A further reason why Weicker
was not aided in winning the republican presidential ticket was the absence of the "party lever" in Connecticut. For the first time, voters
were forced to select candidates on
the basis of personal merit rather than
party affiliation.
Perhaps the most obvious reason for the Weicker upset is the power
of a negative campaign. Although
Weicker felt he had more to offer the
state through seniority and independence, "It's the power of being
yourself...you should represent Connecticut." Voters may have taken a
more practical view of the campaign,
listening to Liebennan's accusation,
"you were not there to cast votes...you
were collecting $235,000 in public
speaking fees."

CarillFsPizza
We Offer:

All types of pizza, including sheet pizza
A wide selection from the grill, Hot and cold grinders.
Free Delivery ($4 minimum)
Deliveries start at noon
11am - 12pm Tuesday - Saturday • 11am - 10pm Sunday
24 New Britain Ave • 247-0514

Closed Monday
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Spotlight
Technology...How Much Do You Know?
will be a presentation on nuclear
power, followed by one on robotics
and automated manufacturing, and
Spotlight Editor
then chemicals in foods. The afternoon culminates in a lecture by Dr.
How much do you know about O'Dean Judd, the Chief Scientist of
the way superconductivity works? the Strategic Defense Initiative OrAbout nuclear power? About robot- ganization in Washington, D.C.,
ics and automated manufacturing? called "SDI: Current Status and FuAbout SDI? Do you even know what ture Directions."
they are—or even recognize any of
I spoke with Dawn Amore, the
these words? Do you care? Should student chairperson of Understandyou care?
ing Technology Day, and her coYes, as a matter of fact, you chairpeople Jack Fitzpatrick and Andy
should. These technologies presently Amrhein, to find out a little more
dominate many aspects of oursociety about this technologically enlightenyet few people besides those who ing series of events:
work with them really have any understanding of their intricacies.
What were the reasons for
Well, put down Nietzsche and having an "understanding techyour psychology book because Ihe nology day?
students in the "Understanding Technology" freshman seminar, aided by
The way it was presented was to
Professor Bronzino, Chairman of the educate the Trinity College campus
Engineering Department, will pres- in technological innovations. There
ent an "Understanding Technology are people in the computer center
Day" for all members of the Trinity every day using the computers but
community on December 7.
they don't understand how they work
The purpose of this day is, as or how they might be used even more
Professor Bronzino said, "To stimu- with artifical intelligence. It was
late interest among their (his students) supposed to be a celebration of the
peers, among the students here at engineering and computer science deTrinity College, in becoming as fa- partment in particular and that's why
miliar in some areas as they have been we decided to do this.
during the course of the semester." It
There are always presentations
also stems from a letter written by a on political issues and speakers who
student to the' Engineering Depart- come by. The only science kind of
ment and President James English lecture we've had was Isaac Asimov
which sighted the decline of engi- and what he had to say applied to eveneering majors at Trinity. The letter rybody, and this does too. We're
attributed this drop in part to most trying to create an opportunity for
Trinity students' ignorance in current people to learn about more political
technological advancements.
issues but as it pertains to science
Understanding Technology Day with SDI. A lot of people don't know
begins with video tape presentations what the chances for implementation
and demonstrations, then a presenta- of it is—do we have enough technoltion on superconductivity, followed ogy to start to build it, or even how
by a lecture on computer technology much is it going to cost? Those quesand artificial intelligence. Then, there tions would be presented and by
K-B.V Christine Smith-

Program of Events
Understanding Technology Day
Trinity College
2:00-4:00

December 7,1988
Video Tape Presentations and Demonstrations
-Life Science 132
-Life Science 133

3:00-4:00

Superconductivity Presentation
A look at new revelation in circuitry
-Life Science
-Presented by John Knapp, '91

4:00-5:00

Computer Technology and Artificial Intelligence
-Life Science 134
-Presented by Professor Ralph Morelli of
the Department of Engineering and Com
puter Science.
Nuclear Power
-Boy er Auditorium
-Presented by Richard Gallagher o f North

Professor Joseph Bronzino and freshman Dawn Amore show their excitement over the upcoming Understanding
Technology Day. The day will be held on December 7, beginning at 4 p.m., and features a speech by Dr. O'Dean
Judd, Chief Scientist of the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization in Washington, D.C.
Photo by Sue Muik

having the chief scientist we can have
people come and have an open forum
to try and discuss their problems and
questions about SDI. Obviously he is
going to be pro-SDI so it will be a
good opportunity for people to say,
'hey, this is a reality—how are you
dealing with the fact that you don't
have the laser technology to test this
out? It will be a great chance for everybody. The short presentations and
the speakers that are planned during
the day will be nice way to lead up to
having Dr. Judd.

We wanted to have one major
event which would take place in the
evening and we tried to set up the time
frame taking into account people who
have sports, labs, etc.... Then we
chose SDI as the major issue of the
day. When we contacted Dr. Judd at
the SDIO, we were really pleased that
he said he would come speak to us.
So, we were very successful in finding people who would speak to us
about topics that were of interest to
the student body.

What kind of work have you
put into planning the day?

What do you hope to achieve
and why should we non-engineers
go?

The first th ing that we did was to
find topics that are part of just about
everybody's life. We came up with
the chemical additives in food for
example. After that, people chose the
topic they were interested in and tried
to contact people. Then we wrote up
some guidelines on what we hoped to
achieve along with a couple pages
from the bulliten which said what
Trinity College was about and how
this day would be so much different
coming from a liberal arts college to
exploring these scientific innovations.
We're fortunate enough to have an
accredited engineering department
and by having this day we're presenting it in a broader view. This outline
was sent to people to persuade them
to speak to us. First we tried people
inthe community and then we tried to
go to people on the campus.

The reason people who aren't
involved academically in any of the
sciences should attend are probably
for the same objectives of the Understanding Technology seminar. The
whole thrust of the course is not to say
'we have pollution, we have environ
mental problems, what are we going
to do about it?' but rather to understand the system that we have that
create the pollution, that create the
environmental problems. So, before
we can start solving these problems,
we have to understand how these systems work. Without that basic understanding how can we possibly create
a better system? Through this day
hopefully we can educate people and
have creative solutions to our problems.
The point of the day is to educate
people. If we have nuclear waste, can

you think of a better way to utilize it.
Maybe right now we have these problems because we haven't had enough
time researching them. It's to educate people before we start pointing
fingers, saying, 'this is the cause of
the problems.
Also, some of these presentations, like superconductivity, will
show us some of the new technologies on the horizon that wi II better our
lives. Maybe the research that goes
into that wil give us something even
more revolutionary. We have to take
it one step at a time.
What do you want Trinity students to know most about If n derstanding Technology day?
We hope that we get the audiences that these speakers deserve
because we fee! that they will be
putting a lot effort into their talks and
we hope a lot of people attend. We do
feel that it is important, we wouldn't
have put that much time into it if we
didn't think so. That's why we tried
to pick topics that people could really
relate to and understand, or want to
understand. Even if you are antitechnological, we think this would be
good to make you understand about
these things that have a role in our
everyday life.
If you can, you really should
attend. These things are so important
to know about—no matter who you
are.

High Spirits - Not High Prices!

High Sprits Wine a Liqyors
We Deliver Kegs

east Utilities.
5:00-6:00

Robotics and Automated Manufacturing
-Boyer Auditorium
-Presented by Richard Hollowell of

1/2 keg BySCh - $33»00 tax included
1/2 keg B y d l w e i s e r - $40*00 tax included

United Technologies.
Chemicals in Foods

7:30-9:00

-Life Science 134
-Presented by Professor Henry DePhil
lips of the
Chemistry
SDI: Current
StatusDepartment.
and Future Directions
-Boyer Auditorium
-Presented by Dr. O'Dean Judd, Chief
Scientist of the Strategic Defense Initia
five Organization, Washington, DC.

1/2 keg O l d M i l w a u k e e - $25*00 tax included
Large selection of
Your place for
liqoor & wines at
kegsSS-We deliver
Bow price
525-2221*237 White St. (comer of White & Hillside Ave.)
Happy Thanksgiving! Only a turkey would pay higher prices than ours.

L
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Announcements
LECTURES
A lecture titled "100 years of American Geography" w i II be g i veil by Prof.
Geoffrey Martin, Prof, of Geography, Southern Connecticut State
University and Archivist of the Association of American Geographers, on
Nov. 22 at 4 pm in the Rittenberg
Lounge, Mather Hall. Free admission.
A panel discussion titled "Model
Media Women," part IV of Women
in the Publ ic Eye, will be held on Dec.
i at 7:30 pm in Boyer Auditorium.
Free admission.
A lecture titled "Women's Literary
Clubs and American Literary Canons" will be given by Paul Lauter,
Allen K. andG wendolyn Miles Smith
on Dec. I at 12:30 pm in the Women's
Center. Bring a lunch; dessert and
coffee will be served.
A lecture titled "A Working Women's
View" will be given by Vertamae
Grosvenoron Dec. 5 at7:30 pm in the
Rittenberg Lounge, Mather Hall. Free
admission.

A lecture will be given by Prof. Linda
L. Layne, Professor of Anthropology
at New York University, on Dec. 5 at
4 pm in the Rittenberg Lounge, Mather
Hall. The title of the lecture is yet to
be announced. Free admission.
A lecture titled "European Perspectives on Nuclear Security: The West
European Political Situation and
Peace Movements" will be given by
Meg Beresford (GB) and Nej Atom wapen (N), two leading European
peace activists, on Dec. 5 at 4 pm in
Seabury 4. Free admission.
EXHIBITS
"Early Atlases: 1500to 1800" will be
held through Jan. 27 in the Trumbull
Room, Watkinson Library. It will be
open 8:30 am to 4:30 pm Monday
through Friday and 9:30 am to 4:30
pm on Saturdays. Free admission.
"Lord Byron and Greece" will be
held in the Audubon Room, Watkinson Library through Jan. 27. The
exhibit will be open when the college
is in session: weekdays from 8:30 am
to 4:30 pm and on Saturdays from
9:30 am to 4:30 pm. Free admission.

Personals
Congratulations to all the guys who
survived the Cave-in.

All the worlds a f ishbo wl and we are
merely redecorating the gravel.

L.F.- You've managed to become a
display of decadence. Good Job.
C.W.

C.L.-Don't worry, it will grow back.

Cynics of the world unite! You have
nothing to fear but life itself!
C.R.- Love your nose! J.L.
M.G.M.- Maybe someday. Anonymous
Sports Editors Proverb- It's cheaper
to buy drinks for one than for two,
but not even half the fun...

Happy Belated Birthday- T.T.L.:
J.S.
J.T.-How many this semester? M.M.
To the Senior Class- Life is too
short, party it up, drink it down.
M.G.M.
Marty- Calling greyhound races at
the View is the epitome of sports
excitement! Thanks much- Bill
L.B.- Hurry back.- A Celts Fan

J.M.-Was Giants Stadium as cold as
it looked? B.C.
Toby - We saved some of your hair
if you want to staple it back on.

xxoo
Blue Eyes-Nexttime, stay for breakfast. Love, S.
Oh, Peter- I'm still waiting, this time
with half a dozen pit bulls and a
gallon of pure Vermont maple syrup.
To the blond guy in U.S. History
Since 1945- I'd like you better if you
parted your hair on the side.

"Waiting for the right girl" is an excuse for social ineptitude. Patience
isn't a virtue, either.
J.F.R.L.- Great party last weekend!
If you wanttoknow what happened,
we'll fill you in.- R.C. & C.W.
S.S.- Sorry to see you knocked out
by such a good punch.- P.B. &
R.E.C.
S.S. - Is Sweden as cold as Norway.- Friend of WGE
Sweden is 2.2 degrees colder. - B.C.

Vanna- You can turn my letters any
time you want. Call me. Pat

S.O.- Only 32 more shopping days
until Christmas!-J.S.

K.B.-1 finally got the nerve to buy
some cream. A.

P.B.- When you're in a storm, you
have to find a port.-M.G.M.

J.G.- I'm still fabulous. Don't worry
about your roommate. Bill

M.G.M.- But what if the port is
closed, and you' re out of gas?- B.C.

Happy Thanksgiving- Zooey!

B.C.-Get a refill, quickly!-

Bend holiday greetings
to your Mends and
acquaintances!

Mall Personals to
The Tripod,
Announcements
Editor, Box 1310

JOBS
CAMPUS REPS NEEDED. Earn
big commission and free trips by
selling Nassau/Paradise Island.
Cancun, Mexico and ski trips to
Vermont and Colorado. For more
information call toll free I -800-231 0113 or in Cl. (203) 967-3330.
GENERAL
The Psychology Club will hold a
meeting to elect officers on Dec. 1 at
7 pm in the Alumni Lounge. Please
come if you plan to join-it's open to
everyone on campus.
BAKE SALE !! A bake sale sponsored by the Trinity College Community Child Center Parents Association will be held on Dec. 13 from
9 am to 3 pm (or until sold out).
Proceeds will go toward the purchase of new carpeting for the Child
Center's three classrooms.

Career Counseling News
COMING UP AFTER THANKSGIVING
SENIORS . . . .

There will be the second of two meetings offered to seniors
who wish to interview on campus. It will be held on Dec. 1
at 4 pm in McCook Auditorium. The bidding system and
how you use it effectively will be discussed. IF YOU MISSED
THE FIRST ONE, THIS MEETING IS A MUST.
On Dec. 6 at 7 pm in the Rittenberg Lounge, there will be an
INFORMATION SESSION held for Coopers and Lybrand.
On Dec. 7 at 7 pm in the Rittenberg Lounge there will be a
representative from AT&T here to host an INFORMATION
SESSION. This year is the first time that AT&T has recruited
at Trinity. The two positions available are Data Sales
Representative and Data Systems Consultant. The Data
Sales Representative is a sales position while the Data
Systems Consultant provides sales support and is involved
in design and presale management. For more information
check the corporate files at Career Counseling.
SENIORS

The Women's Center will be holding
a Holiday Party on Dec. 2 from 4 to 6
pm in the Women's Center. Good
food, good music!! All welcome.

STAY TUNED FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE NEW
YORK AND BOSTON CONSORTIUM.

Final Exam. Schedule
Exam Time

Class
MWF 8:30
MWF 9:30
MWF 10:30
MWF 11:30
TTH 8:30
TTH 9:55
TTH 11:20
Ml:15
MWF 1:15
WF1:15
WF 2:40
TTH 1:15
TTH: 2:40

12/21
12/16
12/15
12/15
12/20
12/19
12/19
12/21
12/21
12/21
12/22
12/22
12/22

12 noon
9 a.m.
9 a.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
9 a.m.
3 p.m.
9 a.m.
9 a.m.
3 p.m.
12 noon
9 a.m.
3 p.m.

THE LAST DAY OF CLASSES is Dec. 12th, 1988. It is also the last day to
drop a course or change a P/F to a letter grade.
EVENING CLASSES will be examined in the classroom in which the course was
taught, at the same time and on the same evening as the regular class, meeting
during the final examination period.
CLASSES THAT DO NOT FOLLOW THE STANDARD TIME PATTERNS will
use the examination time for the pattern to which they most closely conform.
MULTIPLE-SECTION COURSES WITH COMMON EXAMINATIONS ARE
LISTED BELOW. If a multiple-section course is not listed below, a common
examination has not been scheduled and the standard time patterns are used.
ECON 101 sects. B & C
ECON 301 both sections
ENGR 105 all sections
ENGR 215 all sections
HIST 101 all sections
MATH 110 all sections
MATH 131 all sections
MATH 231 all sections

12/16
12/16
12/16
12/16
12/16
12/16
12/16
12/16

9 am
12 noon
12 noon
12 noon
9 am
3 pm
3 pm
3 pm

Seabury 14
Washington Room
Austin Arts 320
Seabury 9-17
McCook Auditorium
LSC Auditorium
McCook Auditorium
McCook 309

*Special arrangements have been made for the following courses:
ECON 302B
12/15 3 pm
McCook 213
ENGR 115L
12/16 12 noon
McCook Auditorium
PHYS 221
12/16 9 am
McCook 106
CHEM 313
12/15 9 am
Library Seminar #4
MATH 108C
12/16 3 pm
LSC Auditorium
HIST 260
12/08 11:20 am
LSC 136

THERE WILL BE NO EXAMS ON DEC. 17,1988.
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Features
Feature Focus And a Blessed ThanksGiving to You, Too...
By Bob Markee

The holiday season is upon us at last! We've all been waiting for it. It's
the best time of the year. Everyone is happy and all is right with the world.
Unfortunately, there is a problem.
There is this...thing thai is getting in the way of the holiday season. It
disguises itself as a holiday itself, but we all know the truth. This thing is called
Thanksgiving and it interrupts the entire Christmas season schedule. I mean
really. Manufacturers have been trying for years to start the Christmas season
in mid-August, but they keep running into the age-old tradition that the
Christmas season doesn't officially start until the day after Thanksgiving ••,
(despite the fact that the day after Halloween. I was driving down New Britain
and saw a store with about two hundred artificial trees in the window. Trick
or treat). However, there is hope for rectifying this problem.
I don't mean the problem of (he Christmas season being too long. Far
from it. In fact, I mean just the opposite. The Christmas season is good forthe
economy, after all. Therefore, we must do the thing that no one has been
willing to do yet.
It's time to axe Thanksgiving.
I know. I know. I can hear it now. "But what about the turkey?", "But
I like having a long weekend off of school", "But I wanted to visit Auntie
Martha whom I haven't seen since I was three. She'll be dead by Christmas."
These are your own problems. If you haven't seen Auntie Martha since you
were three, she can't be worth wasting a long weekend over. Besides, most
families that have turkey on Thanksgiving save the leftovers until Christmas
dinner anyway. If we cut Thanksgiving off the holiday list it'll just make you
look forward to Christmas dinner more.
Actually, this is just the point. If we get rid of Thanksgiving, think about
how great Christmas will be. I mean, just THINK about it. The advertisers will
be able to start the work of overloading your mind with Santa and Go-Bots
while you're still at the beach, so by the time December 25th roles around, you
will be brainwashed into thinking that the absolute sum-total meaning of your
life revolves around whether or not you can get your shopping done before
Labor Day (and beat the Christmas rush).
This is not to say that it is just the material/commercial aspects of
Christmas which will become better. That feeling of anticipation that one
developed as a child will become stronger than ever. Admit it—you're all
thinking about Thanksgiving right now. and you haven't even begun to worry
about Christmas. This means that you will only start focusing on the magic day
after all of the pumpkin pie is gone. You will only have one small month to try
to build up that warm glow lhat prevented you from sleeping on December 24th
as a child. You know—that wonderful feeling that Santa is coming.
If we dump this deadweight holiday they call Turkey Day, you can start
building up that glow before you've even thought of a Halloween Costume.
After all, we're all children at heart and Christmas is a day to be a kid. What's
the fun of growing up if you can't subsume your maturity into a three-year-old
outer shell? With the new. improved, no-Thanksgiving, mega-Christmas, we
can be childish all year round. In fact, we can get rid of all the other holidays,
too. Let's focus the whole year onto one single day! It'll be great. It'll be...
Hold on. I gotta go. I just realized that there are only 33 shopping days
until Christmas.

-By Amy PaulsonFeatures Columnist
I have a friend from Texas who
doesn't say the word "Thanksgiving"
correctly. But then, she tells me that
I have an accent. I'm from the Midwest and everyone knows that people
from the Mid-West do not have accents because we talk "just like they
do on t.v."
Anyway, she doesn't say the
word correctly. I think I said that
before, but it bears repeating. Instead
of mushing the whole word together
she emphasizes the "thanks" of
Thanksgiving. So instead of making
it the title of a holiday that is centered
around food or gifts, the way the
majority of American holidays have
been established, she makes the word
into a transitive verb.
"Shelley, what are you doing
next Thursday?"
"I'm thanks-giving."
"Oh. Okay. I guess I'll come
over. Do you have anything good to
eat?"
I always used to tease her about
this but then I thought about (yes I
know you know what I'm going to
say): the real meaning behind the
holiday. Yep. I couldn't resist saying
it...And worse than that, I'm going to
say this too:Gosh, she is absolutely
right. I'm going to sit down right now
and think about all of the things for
which I should give thanks...
I'd like to ask you all something.
Has the meaning of every holiday
changed since you have come to college, Thanksgiving included? Irnean,
the only holiday I go home for now is
Christmas. The Thanksgiving and
Easter breaks are not long enough to
warrant a plane trip (or so my parents
say). So now every Thanksgiving I

get a card in the mail with some
money in it, "Go and have a nice meal
somewhere. We love you, mom and
dud." Usually 1 use the money to pay
an overdue phone bill or go to Cinestudio eight times in the .same week.
And then I usually go to a friend's
house for Thanksgiving, overeat, and
fall asleep during the football game.
That's quite different from what
Thanksgiving used to be. It was a
solemn family ritual held every year
at my paternal grandparents' home.
We'd all gather 'round the table at
exactly one o'clock; my older aunts
and uncles debating who would give
the blessing and we cousins who were
lucky enough to make it to "the Big
Table" (as opposed to the RejectTable in the living room where babies
and sloppy eaters had to eat) would
try to sneak black olives from the
relish tray without getting caught. The
blessing-giver decided upon, we
would commence to say grace and all
heads were bowed (some mouths
unobtrusively chewing) to give thanks
for our blessings of the prev ious year.
"We can't hear you in there.
Speak up!" We always drew straws
to decide who had to sit at the RejectTable...
The blessing was always the pith
of Thanksgiving for me. Because
after that it was just like any other
meal: "Hey, throw me a roll" (something goes whizzing by my left ear)
"Quit hogging the gravy."
"Pass the stuffing...please!"
"Mother, the stuffing is sticky."
"Brian, eat a sweet potato." (a
cousin who is also a sloppy eater who
whined his way to the Big Table)
"Aww I hate sweet potatoes..."
"Bri-an shut up and eat it and be
thankful that you're not starving!"
You know, the meal itself was a
constant passing of food, spilling of
gravy, laughing at someone's jokes.

and eating until we all felt like bursting. At this point my Grandma would
get up and say, "Who wants dessert
and coffee?" I'd look over at my
brother, who had the very last black
olive stuffed up his left nostril to get
attention, and make choking signs.
He'd pretend to sneeze it out and
innocently say: "SureGrandma, need
some help? Sit down, let me get it..."
After the clessert-and-coffee ritual a few of us would sit around the
table and talk quiet, after-the-meal
talk. Most people, though, would
wander off to the living room, take
the Reject Table down and fall asleep
on the furniture. The t.v. was on by
now—4'ootbal!—anditprovidedgood
background noise for falling asleep.
But the falling asleep itself was a
sham, a ploy, merely a red-herring to
get out of doing dishes. There were so
many of us and so many dirty dishes
that we'd do them in shifts. But
nothing worked. It was fate.
"Amy, get in here and dry."
"I'm in a food-coma. I feel sick,
I may faint...Did the lights go off?" I
raised my hand to my forehead and
someone draped a dishtowel over my
aim. Caught! Trapped! There was
no going back...For the next hour 1
washed, dried, and put-away my
Grandma's china. Then I went back
to the living room to rouse some
unsuspecting napper;
"Your turn."
And the cycle continued...
Well, Thanksgiving may have
changed a little bit. I don't go home
to my Grandparents' house to eat.
Last Thanksgiving I called there and
they had already finished eating. I
heard the clanking of dishes in the
background and some shouts and
hollers for the next shift of dishwashers to get their butts into the kitchen.
My Grandma got on the phone and
whispered: "We sure miss you..."

On the Long Walk
What are the qualities you'd like to see in the next
president of Trinity College?
By Christine Smith

Photos by Sue Muik
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Mark Eller '89

Karen Cheigh '90

Lou Bernstein '92
Nice pecs.

I usually look for the favorite
movies and favorite foods
categories. Tells everything.

Definitely not a hairy chest.

Clair Burns (exch.)

Tito Lord '89

Catherine Bishop '92

Strong, supple curves.

Mesh underwear is always nice.

A growly. grunty voice.

Lonnie Stewart '91
Cute toes.

Chris Lischatz '90
No clothes.
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Arts
Rainbow Sound Poet Lectures on Art & Politics
-By Elizabeth HornArts Editor
On Wednesday afternoon poet
Kimiko Hahn joined a group of a
dozen students to discuss the relationship of "Art and Politics." The
New York-based writer, on campus
as part of the Rainbow Sound readings, related her own experiences
blending poetry and political activism and stimulated a lively discussion of the link between the two.
Hahn opened her talk by stressing
a theme of participation, in both the
arts and politics. She reflected on her
first taste of political participation,
which occurred in high school. As
Hahn recalled it, the now famous book
"Our Bodies, Our Selves," had just
been published, a thin booklet about
women's sexuality, birth control and
other formerly covert topics. Impressed with the booklet's candor,
Hahn sold copies in her high school,
continuing to do so from the back of
a car when school authorities ordered
her to stop. In addition to signalling
the start of Hahn's activism, this particular cause reflects Hahn'scontinuing interest in the human body, sexuality and love, which figure prominently in her poetry.
Hahn went on to reflect on the
influences of her ethnic and cultural
background. Bom to a JapaneseAmerican mother and a GermanAmerican father, Hahn was raised in
what she characterized as a "WASPy
suburb" of New York. She noted
that, while her mother had rejected
much of her Japanese heritage in the
wake of WWII atrocities, her father
took a very keen interest in Asian
culture. As a result, she grew up with
a great deal of Japanese culture, an
influence which Hahn was careful to
distinguish from the separate influence of Asian-American society.
"Identifying with Asian-American
culture became increasingly important to me," Hahn recalls. In October
of 1981 she went to a National Writers Union Conference, attended by
over 2000 writers, from celebrities
"like Kurt Vonnegut to lesser known
writers to trade union newsletter writ-

ers." Hahn recalled the enormous
excitement of meeting writers from
countless different backgrounds and
being exposed to aggressive public
speaking. It was here, Hahn noted,
that "I cut my political teeth."
Two years later Hahn was invited
to go with a group of writers to Nicaragua. Accepting the invitation, Hahn
was amazed at "how much the Sandinistas had done for the people. Farmers and school children would literally pull poems out of their pockets.
People would show art very readily."
Shortly after this trip Hahn became involved in Artists' Call Against
U.S. Intervention in Central America, a group that aimed, through readings, exhibits and performances, to
both increase awareness and to raise
funds. That same year Hahn accompanied a film maker friend to West

Virginia to make a film about black
lung disease. Hahn both interviewed
people for the film, "Coalfields," and
wrote poetry about her experiences
there.
Currently Hahn leads "Word of
Mouth," a literary discussion workshop at the Chinatown branch of the
New York Public Library. This
workshop touches on all types of
writers, with an emphasis on artists of
color and progressive writers.
Having given birth to two children in the last several years, Hahn's
current political activism has been
more locally focused. She created
and leads a Tenants Association in
her apartment building which successfully took the landlords to court
for unfair policies. She also participates in her daughter's cooperative
nursery school and is active in the

issue of fair and affordable housing in
New York City, a topic about which
Hahn is passionate.
Speaking to students about their
own participation, Hahn recommended that people "look at issues
relevant to you." She pointed out that
while large-scale issuessuch as South
Africa are very important, students
should also be concerned with issues
which directly affect them, such as
tuition, student loans, the environment and fair housing.
Central to Hahn's theme was the
importance of the artist's "object" or
product and its relation to politics.
Forexample, Hahn mentioned that, at
a rally for the homeless, she read a
love poem. "I thought about the fact
that where, in a shelter, do you find
the time or place for love or passion?"
She stressed that this angle could be

as important politically as a poem
written directly about the issue. "As
romantic relationships and births and
deaths affect your art, so will politics," stated Hahn.
Hahn concluded her lecture with
a lively give-and-take discussion
about the inextricable linking of art
and politics. Several students contributed their own opinions and experiences on the blending of the two, as
did the two faculty-administration
members present, Naomi Amos, Directorof Faculty Grants and co-coordinator of Rainbow Sound, and Dr.
Arthur Feinsod, Theater & Dance
Professor.
Later that evening Kimiko Hahn
joined American Indian poet Joy
Harjo in the second session of the
Rainbow Sound poetry readings in
Goodwin Theatre.

Lerman/Exchaege a Dramatic Success
was played with a blowtorch; the resulting sounds of heated metal gave
an eerie, alien moan and crash.
Special to the Tripod
The lighting changed
from single spotlights to colOn the night of November 12, ored fields that gave each
the Goodwin Theatre came alive - scene its own atmosphere alive with the power and emotion fiery reds and undersea blues
brought by the Liz Lerman/Dance that underscored the moveExchange. The feeling behind the ments. The sound ranged
dancers and the sheer vivacity with from monologues, to jazz, to
which they performed gave the eve- the unnerving wail of the
ning a life that will not soon be forgot- Instrument.
There were
ten.
occasional problems with the
The dance featured five scenes: speakers, but they did not
Ms. Appropriate ; Sketches from detract from the dance.
Memory ; Atomic Priests: Coming
And the dance itself?
Attractions ; Atomic Priests: Feature The activity and feeling deand Still Crossing. A brief intermis- fies description. Forexample,
sion came between the Atomic Priest one scene showed the trauma
movements. The staging for the of a disagreement between
scenes were simple: the stage in the father and son. The expresfirst act was empty, except for a black sions on the two men's faces
curtain at the back. For all the scenes as they turned their backs to
in the second act, except for Atomic each other were tragic. One
Priests: Feature, there was an empty could sense the emotion in
stage with a blue backdrop.
the air as something tangible.
The Feature itself had a blue
Other scenes were wildly chabackdrop, and an "Instrument" at the otic: dancers flinging themselves with
back left. The Instrument was made reckless abandon toward each other,
from a few scraps from a car, with then whirling apart again to the ringstrips of metal dangling from it. This ing sounds of violins. One of the
-By Ben Howard-

torting into grimaces of agony and
horror, as their bodies twisted and
fell.
In the overall view, the dance
was a success. The dancers
performed well, using their
bodies as pictures, portraying powerful emotions that
stunned the audience and
made it think, an experience no longer common.
The show held together, one
scene flowing into the next,
only pausing briefly for
quick costume changes.
There were a few minor
problems, the aforementioned speakers noise, and
an occasional twitch from
the lighting board. Aside
from the technical difficulties, the show went on. The
audience never noticed.
The Liz Lerman/Exchange
performed well, and the
theater came alive under
their expert manipulations. A good
story of the horrors of radioactive evening's entertainment is becoming
waste as seen in a myth. Dancers rep- harder to find, but the Dance Exresenting innocent people ate con- change showed that, while dance is
taminated food, oblivious to the dan- not what it used to be, it is still alive
ger. The lights turned an angry red, and well.
and the smiling faces changed, conmore moving, as well as chilling
pieces, was the Atomic Priests saga.
The two parts blended, telling the

Jean Strazdez, soprano
December 4, 2pm
Hamlin Hall
A solo recital, with George Mashell, piano. Selections from
German Heeler and Spanish song, as well a.s from the operatic
and musical-theatre repertoires.

Trinity College Theater and Dance
Department Presents

Three Sisters
By Anton Chekhov
Translated by Ann Dunnigan
Directed by Arthur Feinsod
Thurs., December 1 - Sat., December 3, 1988
Thurs., December 8 - Sat., December 10,1988

8:00 pm
J.L. Goodwin Theater
Austin Arts Center
Trinity College

UhndifgtorunPdeF°idTvtvVn'inleS o f dramatic and musical P ieces wHtten ' directed and performed by students in the
'

»•

Photo by Lisa Denny

For Reservations call the Box Office
@297-2199
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Arts
Mel Kendrick '71 Concludes Sculpture Exhibit
In his interview with Betsy Siersma. Mr. Kendrick also discussed
his concentration on wood, explaining: "Wood is simply interesting to
me as an organic substance. Each
Tomorrow will conclude the piece has its own distinctive characWidener Gallery exhibit of Essays: teristics such as the pattern of the
Small Wood Works by Mel Ken- grain, the color of the wood, or the
drick '71. Mr. Kendrick, A New residue of the bark. Once you cut into
York-based sculptor, chose this col- it, take a piece oul and shift it, the
lection of small wood sculptures to wood block has been permanently
illustrate his unique artistic process altered, unlike metal which can be
of "drawing' with a band saw directly melted down to its former state. A
into wood and then assembling with constructed wood sculpture therefore
pencil marks, color or drilling.
reflects the history of its making."
Born in Boston, Mr. Kendrick
Kendrick's use of color ranges
received a B.A. from Trinity, fol- from such natural wood shades as
lowed by an M.A. from Hunter Col- shellacked poplar, as in his "Drilled
lege in 1973. Art History Professor Poplar, Shellac, 1985" to the deep,
Alden R. Gordon commented that "It dark tone of "Small Ebony, 1986" to
is particularly interesting for current the vivid, painted hues of "Blue BassTrinity students to see an artist of Mr. wood, 1984"or"Bridge, 1986." Even
Kendrick's stature emerge from the in the lacquered or painted pieces,
same educational background which sections of the sculpture let the natuthey are experiencing now."
ral wood grain come through.
In an interview with Betsy SiTwo of the sixteen works depart
ersma, curator of the University Gal- from the wood theme. One, "Splinlery at the University of Massachu- tered Bronze with Green and Brown,
setts, at which Kendrick held an ex- 1986," meshes wood and metal, color
hibit in 1986, Kendrick reflected on and darkness, while "Five Piece
his education at Trinity: "The first art Purple Heart Bronze, 1985" attempts
courses I took there [at Trinity] were to translate Kendrick's feeling for
in art history because I was still in- wood into solid metal. While his
timidated by the studio. My first work has been related to Cubism and
sculpture course was taught by a new tribal art, these experimental pieces
professor. He began the first class by defy categorization. In his use of the
talking about Marcel Duchamp and band saw, his use of size (small, parplaying John Cage recordings. In ticularly in relation to Kendrick's
1968 this approach was completely earlier, larger-scale works), of color
anarchistic. I was fortunate to have and of material, Kendrick has tried to
taken this course at an early stage so expand the traditional boundaries of
I didn't have to begin with five stud- sculpture.
ies of the hand or the other traditional
Professor Gordon, in his suppleassignments that might have discour- ment to the exhibit's catalogue,
aged me from continuing. I have commented on Kendrick's innovagained technical skills as I've needed tive approach to sculpture: "His
them."
[Kendrick's] genius resides in his
Essays, a collection of sixteen ability to transform the elements of
pieces which Kendrick created from his wooden puzzles into a magically
1983 to 1987, is a series of small- animated new entity. The elegance of
scale works fashioned of wood and form and the economy of artifice
mounted on pedestals. The works are makes his work stand in the great
largely abstract, combining curved, tradition of twentieth-century sculpsculptural surfaces with the sharp, tors going back to Brancusi."
rough edges formed by the band saw.
The Widener Gallery exhibit is
In each, the mass of the wood has jointly sponsored by the Art History
been preserved by carving out from a Fund of Trinity College and the John
chunk of wood and then reconstruct- Weber Gallery in New York. The
ing the segments. It is this fascination John Weber Gallery has exhibited
with the actual process of sculpture four shows of Kendrick's sculpture
which is most striking in Kendrick's since 1980. In addition, Kendrick has
small wood sculptures.
recently held so!o exhibitions at the
-By Elizabeth HornArts Editor

Margo Leavin Gallery in Los Angeles, the Barbara Krakow Gallery in
Boston, the University Gallery at the
University of Massachusetts.
Amherst, and the St. Louis Art Museum.
In group exhibitions, Kendrick's
work has been displayed at the the
Museum of Modern Art, the Whitney
Museum of American Art, the Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago and the Wadsworth Atheneum.
, Mr. Kendrick is the recipient of
two National Endowment for the Arts
fellowships, one in 1978 and one in
1981, as well as two Creative Artists
Public Service (CAPS) grants.
In a review of one of his past shows
at John Weber Gallery, New York
Times reviewer Vivien Raynor wrote:
". . .The general effect is of small
architectural fantasies, now and again
with overall twists and thrusts faintly
suggestive of torsos, and the less intricate works are quite totemlike. . .
.Mel Kendrick makes some of his
contemporaries look as if they were
just pumping iron, esthetically speaking. Where they aspire to the grandiose in noble and industrial materials,
he works concisely, small and for the
most part in wood."

Photo by Sue Muik

U2 Succeeds in Concert Film,
Disappoints as 'Rockumentary1
By Liz Healy & Russ Kauff
Liz:
This week, Russ and I returned to our favorite aisle seats to see the recently released U2: Rattle and Hum,.
The bassist for the almost legendary Irish group, Adam Clayton, perfectly describes the film as a "musical
journey." It is an excellent concert film, and I enjoyed it for that, yet 1 think it falls a little short as a "rockumentary,"
We join U2 on stage during footage from the 1987 Joshua Tree tour, and it is clear what an exciting live band
they are. Intercut with this is some of their new material, being recorded in the studio. This music, combined
with the techniques and style, definitely made me want to jump up and dance (or at least tap my foot.) And the
washed out black-and-white used during most of the film gave the band a very understated, naturai look. It was
saying, "Look, these guys don't need much - they just want to play their music."
There are some exceptionally powerful moments. The opening sequence is a vibrant rendition of the Beatles'
"Helter Skelter," and U2 reaches back again into the rock archives to play with the great B.B. King the song they
wrote for him. I really thought Bono was about to faint when B.B. said their lyrics were "heavy." But one of my
favorite moments was when they journey to Harlem to perform one of their hits, "I Still Haven't Found What I'm
Looking For," with a gospel choir, and the combination is truly uplifting.
It seems to me that Rattle and Hum achieved what it set out to do, although I personally would have liked
to hear more of what the guys had to say in addition to what they had to sing. Yes, they are a band with a message,
who can mix music and politics; therefore a lot of their ideals come out in the songs. So, from a fan's point of
view, I was very entertained; it was like seeing the band in concert again, and I loved that! But if you're looking
from a critical point of view, this isn't a film of substance - and you probably couldn't sit through it if you don't
like U2. In this case, go into the theatre expecting a slick, well-done, two-hour video.
Russ:
Once again, I find myself in agreement with Liz, but my usual skepticism left me a little more annoyed than
she was. Now, I'm nol a U2 groupie, but I do like their music a lot and I have a great deal of respect for their depth
and vision. But a pilgrimage to Graceland? Come on. Tell me it isn't a let-down to know that the drummer for
such a politically outspoken band idolizes Elvis. There is a scene where the drummer, Larry Mullen, is sitting
describing his feelings for Elvis, saying that in Elvis' movies he didn't just play a gas station attendant, he played
a gas station attendant who liked to play guitar. Doesn't this bear a striking resemblance to the drummer in Spinal
Tap? This is the man who sits behind the drums while Bono is preaching about Northern Ireland, apartheid, civil
rights and whatever else stirs his conscience.
Please don't get me wrong; I think Bono is great. The problem is that we hear more from Mullen about Elvis
than we hear from Bono (off stage) in the entire film. The argument can be made that Bono probably wanted his
message to come out through his music, and it does. As Liz pointed out, however, when what you're watching
essentially amounts to a nearly two- hour U2 video, albeit a good one, the very potent message can become
garbled.
I do have to end this on a good note, however. The bottom line is that I did enjoy this film. This doesn't
necessarily mean that Rattle and Hum is a good rockumentary. All it means is that I like U2 enough to sit through
it and enjoy the concert and recording footage. Judge for yourself: if you think you can sit through a two-hour
video from an extremely powerful, and "heavy" band, see Rattle and Hum. If not, don't.

Hartford Stage
Tickets now available for Dec, 6
Austin Arts Center Box Office
The Austin Arts Center is pleased to announce the
opening of Jerry Sterner's new comedy

Other People's Money
November 12 - December 17, 1988
Francesco Zugno's "The Flute Player", c. 1820, is one of the works from
the Samuel H. Kress Collection to be exhibited in Widener Gallery beginning
on Thursday. These paintings from the College's permanent collection are
scheduled to include Carlo Dolci's "St. Paul the Hermit Fed by a Raven":
Domenico Ghirlandaio's "Madonna and Child"; Francesco Napoletano's
"Rest on the Flight to Egypt"; Salvatore Rosa's "St. Peter" and Giuseppe Zais'
"Landscape with a Waterfall." This special collection, centered around a
religious theme, will be on view in Widener Gallery through the end ot
December.

Other People's Money chronicles the efforts of a New England factory to protect itself
from acquisition by an unscrupulous New York takeouer artist. Family business
values are pitted against corporate greed in this fast paced comedy of business and
finance. Playwrite Jerry Sterner's depiction of the business world comes firsthand
from Sterner's career as a real estate executive in New York.

Special Dicount Rate for Trinity Students!
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Sports
Fan Mail
Dear Sports Department:
Congratulations should be extended to all the
participants in the first Trinity Day Care Olympics. The games
included cycling, tennis ball relays, and an obstacle course that
unfortunately didn't work out too well, given the free wills of
two-year-olds. Nonetheless, the games provided a day of fun
excercise for fiteen tots and some comic relief for the supervising
teachers.
Special thanks to Sigma Nu brothers Mike Joyce, and
Rob Vallette for their volunteer work at the games. The kids
especially enjoyed the brothers' instruction in the art of the
"high-five."
Sincerely,
Andrew J. O'Brien
Day Car Olympic Committee
The Tripod Sports Editors are pleased to announce that testing
of athletes proved the absence of steroid use at the games.
However, one child was rumored to have smuggled a bottle of
Jolt Cola in his Transformers lunch box. In all seriousness, it's
good to see people caring about others, in a world so often
marred by insolence and selfishness. Our hats are off to you!

Dear Tripod Sports:
How dare Larry Bird get injured! How could he do this
to us? Doesn't he place the mental welfare of hundreds-ofthousands of Bostonians above a little bit of pain?
Angry,
Sean O'Leary
Natick, MA

Trinity Swimming is preparing for the upcoming '88-'89 season. The men face Holy Cross on
Nov. 30, while the women open against S.M.U. on Dec. 3. Both matches will be at home.

Hey Guys:
Why don't Intramural Sports get any mention in the Tripod?
Sincerely,
Marty Berman
Wilkes-Barre, PA
Judging by the athletic ability of most of the people involved
with intramurals at Trinity, I doubt that they would want us to
say anything about them, Marty.
Dear Fan Mail,
All Bill ever writes about is the Celtics. All Matt ever
wrote about was the Yankees or the Rangers. Can we have a little
variety, please?
Thanks,
Rick Sherr
Shaker Heights, OH
Just wait 'til Eric's Editor, Rick, you won't even know the Celtics
or the Yankees exist. By the way, the Red Wings beat the Bruins
Mice this week.

Larry's from Indiana, Sean, the mental welfare of Bostonians
doesn't hold a candle to the sweat in his socks.

Sports
Writers
Needed
for the
Winter
Season!
Write the
Tripod,
Box 1310

Jamaica - Cancun - Barbados
Montego Bay

Trip Includes:

Trip Includes:
- Round-trip airfare to Montego bay
- Seven nights accomodations
- Round-trip airport transfers
- Spring Break activities scheduled
- On location staff to assist you
- All taxes and gratuities except
U.S. ($3) and Jamaican ($8)
departure tax.

Prices:

Trip Includes:

- Round-trip airfare.
- Seven nights hotel lodging
based on quad occupancy
- Round-trip airport transfers
- Spring Break activities scheduled
- On location tour escort
- All taxes and gratuities except
U.S. ($3) and Mexican ($10)
departure tax.
- Hard Rock Cafe party
- Special College Week events

Prices:

New York

Villas

Sunset Crest

Yucatan

Bos./ Phila.

$479

$499

$529

$549

Phila.

- Round-trip airfare.
- Seven nights accomodations
- Airport transfers included.
- Spring Break activities scheduled
- On location tour escort
- All taxes and gratuities except
Barbados departure tax ($8) and
airport security fee ($10).
- Beach Club membership.
- Free barbecue.
- Mogul's V.I.P. discount card

Prices:
N.Y.

Boston

Beachfront $529 $ 5 3 9 $549
Deluxe $599 $ 6 0 9 $ 6 1 9

JFK

BWI

Boston

$539 $539 $579

Deposit of $75 due on or before Dec. 13th to guarantee space and price. After Dec. 13th there will be an increase of $30-$50

SPRING BREAK
Presented By:

MOGULS

ski and sun fours, inc.

LI. J "

Come to an information session
on December 6th at 7:00 p.m. in
the Wean Lounge
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Sports
Michigan Leads the Big Ten Resurgence
Owens, Syracuse Will Shine in the Big East
- By Pat Keane Sports Writer
The 1988-89 college basketball
season should prove to be a very
interesting one. This season will
showcase some or' the most highly
touted freshmen since the tollege class
of '83. Many of the resident basketball gurus, feel that this class of '92
will make an even bigger impact than
a class of 1983 that produced twentyfive NBA players, (among whom five
have gone on to play in the NBA AllStarGame) Theseblue-chippers will
make their presence felt in one of the
most well-balanced top lens in recent
memory. These pre-season rankings
show a new strength in the Big Ten.
which has surpassed the Big East and
the ACC as the best conference in the
country.
The number one team in my top
ten pre-season poll is Michigan. Bill
Frieder's team went 26-8 last season
and suffered a diisapointing loss to
North Carolina in the round of sixteen
in the NCAA Tournament. The big
man on the team is 6-7 forward Glen
Rice. This silky senior who averaged
22.9 ppg and 7.8 rpg last season should
succeed his former teammate , AllAmerican guard Gary Grant, as Big
Ten MVP this season. At point guard
will be 6-2 junior Rumeal Robinson.
Robinson, who averaged 9.7 ppg and
4.8 assists, will have the chore of
keeping all of the big names on this
squad pleased. The other guard will
be 6-8 Sean Higgins. Higgins. who
was placed on academic probation
after twelve games last season, will
be a definite impact player. The power
forward will be 6-10 junior Terry
Mills. Mills averaged 12.1 ppg and
6.4 rpg. but he must prove he has the
aggressiveness to be a force in the Big
Ten. At center is 6-9 junior Loy
Vaiight, who averaged a respectable

10.5 ppg and 6.6 rebounds last season. Despite possessing the lamest
coach in the Big Ten. this squad and
its saturation of talent, should win
their third Big Ten title in five years
and take their fifth straight trip to the
NCAA tournament.
The number two team is the
Orangemen of Syracuse University.
Jim Boeheim's boys posted a 26-9
mark last season but provided a very
poor showing in the NCAA Tournament last season. The player everyone will be watching is Billy Owens.
Mr. Everything is the best freshman
and one of the most complete players
in the country. Coach Boeheim
feels."He can play all five positions
for anyone in the country." Playing
up front with Owens will be 6-10
junioreenier DerrickColeman. Coleman, a quest ionable force in the pivot,
averaged 13.5 ppg and a beefy 11.0
rebounds. The other forward will be
6-4 junior Steve Thompson who
averaged 14.1 ppg and 4.9 rpg last
season. The playmaker will be AilAmerican Sherman Douglas. Douglas
averaged 16.1 ppg and 8.2 rpg last
year. At shooting guard will be 6-5
junior Matt Roe, who averaged 9.2
ppg last season. The only question
marks on this team are a lack of a true
center and their perennially horrific
free-throw shooting.
The number three team is the
Iowa Hawkeyes. Tom Davis' club
went 24-10 last season. The point
man and pivotal player is 6-2 senior
B.J. Armstrong. Armstrong, a second team Big t e n selection last season, averaged 17.4 ppg and 4.6 assists. The other guard draws more
comparisons to Michael Jordan than
any other player in college hoops. He
is 6-6 senior Roy Marble. His 15.4
ppg and 4.3 rpg will have to increase
before this Hawkeye squad can go
anywhere. At center is 6-8 Ed Horton. Horton averaged 11.3 ppg and
6.3 rebounds in the pivot last season.

A lack of depth is the only immediate
problem for this team.
At number four is John Thompson'sGeorgetownHoyas. Georgetown posted a respectable 20-10
mark and took their eleventh consecutive trip to the NCAA's last season. 6-10 freshman center and National Prep Player of the Year Alon/.o
Mourning will be the defensive force
in the paint. At point will be 6-1
Charles Smith. ThisOlympiaiKvWiv.'-1)
averaged 15.7 ppg and was a major
defensive force for coach Thompson
last season. The other guard. 6-2
junior Mark Tillmon. averaged 13.8
ppg last year. The Hoyas possess the
deepest bench in the nation and the
other starters could prove to be anyone. For Georgetown to be a major
force come tournament time. Mourning is going to have to put up some
impressive scoring numbers.
The number five team is Illinois.
Coach Lou Henson's squad went 2310 last season. This team claims two
of the Big Ten's best forwards in Nick
Anderson and Kenny Battle. Anderson, a 6-5 junior averaged 15.9 points
and 6.6 rbounds last season. Battle, a
ferocious force in the paint, averaged
15.6 ppg and 5.5 rebounds last season. The most important player to
Illinois' success is 6-8 swingman
Marcus Liberty. Liberty, a Proposition 48 casualty last season, was the
best high school player in the nation
in 1987. The only problem for the
Illini will be their size in the middle.
The number six team is the
OklahomaSooners. BillyTubbs" run
and gun squad went 35-4 and averaged an incredible 102.9 points per
game last season. The big man in the
pivot is 6-10 senior Stacey King. King
averaged 22.3 ppg, 8.5 ipg. and proved
his defensive prowess in blocking an
awesome 103 shots. The other big
player for the Sooners is 6-foot point
guard Mookie Blaylock. The pesky
Blayloek averaged 16.4 ppg. 5.9 apg.

Assistant Coach Jack Tannar leads a drill at a recent hockey practice. The Trinity College Hockey team will begin its
pursuit of their fourth consecutive E.C.A.C. title on November 26, when they travel to Qunnipiac College. The
Bantams' first home game is on December 7 (7:30) at Kingswood-Oxford High School, against Williams.

Jobs in Australia
Immediate openings for men and women. $ 11,000
to $60,000. Construction, manufacturing,
secretarial work, nurses, engineering, sales.
Hundreds of jobs listed. Call Now 206-736-7000
ext. 225a

and averaged an incredible 3.K steals
per game. Beyond Blaylock and King,
the Sooners are suspect, and this lack
of depth could hurt them.
The number seven team is Mike
Krzy/ewski's Duke Blue Devils.
Duke went 28-7 last season, and lost
defensive player of the year Billy
King, as well as playmaker Kevin
Strickland. Returningis ACC Player
of the Year. 6-10 forward Danny
Ferry. Ferry, who averaged 19.1 ppg
and 7.6 rpg passed up NBA bucks iii
favor of taking another trip to the
NCAA finals. Up front with Ferry
will be 6-5 junior Robert Brickey
(H).5)and6-10juniorAlaaAbdelnaby
in the post. Running point will be 63 senior Quin Snyder. The other
guard will be 6-6 sophomore Greg
Koubek. Duke also picked up a pair
of 6-!0 blue-chippers in Crawford
Palmer and Christian Laettner. If
these freshmen come through. Duke
could reach the Final Four again.
The number eight team is the
Louisville Cardinals. Coach Denny
Crum's team went 24-11 and made it
to the round of sixteen of the NCAA
tournament. The major forces on this
team are center Pervis Ellison and
shooting guard LaBradford Smith.
Ellison, the 6-9 senior.averaged 17.6
ppg, 8.3 rpg. and proved his defensive abilities in blocking 103 shots.
Smith, the sleak sophomore guard
averaged 12.7 ppg and 4.5 apg. Also
returning is junior forward Tony
Kimbro who averaged 11.1 ppg two

seasons ago. The other forward.
Kenny Payne, should be a major force
inside as well.
The number nine team is Jerry
Tarkanian's Runnin' Rebels of
UNLV. The point man will be 6-1
transferGreg Anthony. At one of the
forward spots will be sophomore
Stacey Augmon. This Olympian
dWiv.') averaged 9.7 ppg and 6 rebounds and was (he conference freshman of [he year. Two Junior College
transfers. 6- JO David Butlerand 6-l()
George Ackles, will be competing for
the other front court spots.
The number ten team is North
Carolina. Dean Smith's Tar Heels
went 27-7 last season and were ranked
in the top ten for the eighth straight
year. Their major force 6-9 junior
J.R. Reid suffered a broken heal
shortly after the Olympics, if he isn'
t back before January, then the Tar
Heels will plummet in the national
polls. At one of the guard spots will
be senior Jeff Lebo. Slotted to play
point guard is 6 foot sophomore King
Rice. Up front will be 6-10 sophomore Scott Williams (12.9 ppg. 6.4
rpg} and 6-6 senior Steve Bucktmll.
Carolina will have to use the depth of
their bench to survive the absence of
J.R. Reid.
As !he laws of college basketball will dictate, come tournament
lime this will all change. The tremendous talent of the incoming freshmen
will definitely make for an exiting
season.

Sudden Death
by Matthew G. Miller
This week I'm going to invade Wild Pitches' usual territory and talk
about the Hartford Whalers. Everyone and their grandmother has tried to
analyze this team, and I figured I might as well try to as well. How (he
Whalers can improve is the big question, and it's one that is not easy to
answer without taking some major steps. Let the analysis begin.
Weaknesses: Luck of consistent scoring punch. Aging defense, no depth.
Strengths: Goaltending, Promising young stars, an independent farm
team.
Housecicaning is needed. Even if the Whale does somehow make
their way into the playoffs, they are going to need help soon if they plan
on going anywhere. They don't have the horses to run in the Adams
Division without getting trampled by the big boys. And now that Buffalo
is having a resurgence, and Quebec is packed with young players. Hartford
is in trouble.
Who Should Go: Joel Quenneville. He's still somewhat effective, but he
is slower than slow, and his career is winding down. Brent Peterson. When
was his last shot on goal? Even Doug Jarvis. in the same defensive role as
Peterson, could put the puck in the net once in a while. There is no room
for him. Dave Babych. He has played fairly well, but Babych is in
demand, especially from Philadelphia, and a Scott Mellanby or Peter Zezel
would be mighly attractive. Sylvain Turgeon. His trade value is still fairly
high, and packaging him with Ron Francis for an established star would
be a good move. Richard Brodeur. Dead weight keeping young goalies
even lower in the minors. Mark Reeds. Paid too much to play in the minors
and take up a roster spot. Roger Kortko. Why'.' Dean Evason. He has
played alright, but has shown no real improvement following his rookie
year.
Who Should Stay (no matter what): Kevin Dineen. The heart and soul
of the team. Ulf Samuelsson. The best defenseman on the team, and
getting better. Mike Liut. Rumors to the contrary he is not losing it and
he adds vital leadership. Scott Young. An emerging star. Adam Burt.
Youngster with great potential. Jody Hull. Ditto. DaveTippett. Every
team needs a Dave Tipped. He works hard, ki I Is penalties, plays every clay,
and can score 15-20 goals a year.
Greatest Needs: Big. physical center. A sniping winger. A creative
center. A younger defensive defenseman.
What They Have To Offer (people other teams want): Turgeon.
Francis. Sylvain Cote. Ray Ferraro, Babych.
Who They Can Get: Dale Hawerchuk's name has been bandied about.
Zezel. Mellanby. Joel Otto, Petr Klima. Brian Propp, Mike Gartner, Brent
Sutler, Brian Bellows. All fill needs.
Other Problems: The GM. The Emile Francis syndrome has hit the
Whalers. It happened in St. Louis and New York. He gets the team to a
high level, but never to a championship, only to see them crash and burn.
Losing Stewart Gavin in the waiverdraft; protecting Ed Kastelic; the Dave
Barr, Mark Reeds, and Charley Bourgeois fiascos. Lindsay Carson in the
minors. His lack of responsiveness to demonstrated needs. Unless
improvements are made immediately Emile will be looking fora new job.
The home crowd. When the Whalers win they are comatose, and
when they lose they stay away in droves. In other cities crowds live and
die with their teams. Here they just die.
Advice: Try to make the playoffs this year, if only to make some exira
playoff money. Draft a big center or a sniping winger. But if you have to
sacrifice this year and next to build a deeper system, do it. The team has
solid financial backing, and can afford to lose a little money in the quest
for excellence. Get rid of Emile, and give Larry Pieau some players to
work with. If they do all this, in two years they will losing to the greatest
team in NHL history every year in the Stanley Cup semi-finals. That team?
The New York Rangers, of course.
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Wild Pitches
by Bill Charest

Chemistry Will Be the Key
to Bants' '88-'89 Season
- By Dan Shcehan -

The headlines said it all: "BIRD OUT THREE MONTHS SURGERY SCHEDULED TODAY". I simply can't believe this is
happening. How much fun will it be to watch the Celtics this year?
How much fun has i t been to watch them so far? Not very much, I'm
afraid.
Bird has never been perfectly healthy. Remember in college,
when he had an injured thumb during the NCAA tournament in
his senior year? One of his pinkies is so crooked it looks as if it has
been through a sausage grinder. He's had back problems, elbow
problems, back problems, eye problems and shoulder problems.
He's had arthritis, tendonitis, bursitis and almost any other "itis"
you can think of. Now it's his feet. Anyone who follows basketball
knows how potentially bad this can be. Bill Walton went from
being the next Wilt Chamberlain to missing six full years, because
of his brittle feet. What's more, Walton was only 25 or 26 when the
problems started. Bird is 32. We're not talking about a young kid
here.
Larry Bird is an anomaly in professional basketball. He
excels in a game where the average player is bigger, stronger, faster
and more explosive than he. You never see Larry Bird doing what
Karl Malone or Michael Jordan do, and he doesn't leave the
backboard shaking when he dunks (I've counted seven times). He
doesn't really work out in the off-season. Yet he is as great as any
player in the game. He'll never lead the league in assists, but is one
of the best passing forwards ever. He can't jump, and yet averages
eight or nine rebounds a game. He can't run and isn't quick, but
always seems to come up with a critical steal (remember, Pistons
fans?). And he could hit a jumper from the upper deck of the
Silverdome. But now, the pictures on my wall only remind me of
when he was actually playing.
Most of all, Larry Bird can bea t you wi th his mind. We're not
talking about someone who will win a Nobel Prize here, but he has
an almost unfair mental edge. Why? Confidence. I remember him
talking about the Three Point Contest last year, saying, "It's nice to
see all these other guys here. But they're not gonna win. They may
as well forget about it." Then he went out and outclassed several of
the NBA's most talented shooters.
There was a excellent piece in Sports Illustrated this past
March about Bird's personal life. He had anything but a smooth
childhood, with his father committingsuicide, and his family being
quite poor. Bird originally enrolled at Indiana University, but
being from such a rural background, could not deal with the bigcity college life at IU. He returned to French Lick, and worked as a
garbage man for a year, not really knowing or caring if he would
return to school. Luckily for him, for Inidana State University, for
the Celtics and for basketball fans everywhere, he did.
Bird can be downright scary at times. I remember a game
against the Sixers, when he had amassed 42 points three minutes into
the third quarter. Julius Erving, who had surrendered most of those
42 points, then started a fight with Bird, and both players were
ejected. Bird could have had 70 that day. I remember when Kevin
McHale scored 56 points against the Pistons, breaking the Celtics
team record. Bird was quoted the next day as saying "I hope he
enjoys the record, 'cause it isn't gonna last long." Nine days later,
Bird scored 60 points.
1980 will forever represent the true value that Larry Bird has
to the Celtics. In 1979-80, the Celts were 29-53. Then, Bird showed
up. In 1980-81, the Celts were 62-20, without any player moves
other then the drafting of Larry Bird. The latest saviour had
arrived, and the newest era of Championship Basketball had
arrived in Boston.
Several basketball commentators talk about "go-to guys",
the guys who always get the ball with the game on the line, who
always make the crucial shot. I can count on one hand the number
of times Larry Bird has missed a potential game-winning shot. He
can be languishing, going through a 6-for-20 shooting day, and yet
still hit that game-winning three-pointer. He's done it more times
than I can remember. Now what's going to happen when the
Celtics need the big play? Missing from the Celtics lineup will not
only be Larry Bird, out his clutch steals and rebounds, his back
breaking three-pointers, his lay-ups off bullet passes from DJ, his
drive, his confidence, and his leadership. Danny Ainge, Kevin
McHale, Dennis Johnson and Robert Parish must fee! as if they've
lost a family member.
Has such a great superstar ever been sidelined for such a
long time? I know Magic had an injured knee once, but he wasn't
out for three months. Michael Jordan broke his foot, but at that
point, he hadn't reached the superstar status he now holds. Kareem,
Chamberlain and Russell were never hurt. Even in other sports, has
this ever happened? Wayne Gretzky missed a lot of time last year,
but it wasn't for three months, and it doesn't seem the same. In
baseball, I really can't seem to recall anything this drastic or
devastating ever happening.
For nine years now, the NBA has revolved around Bird vs.
Magic. When you think of greatness in basketball, you think of the
Lakers vs. the Celtics, of Magic Johnson and Larry Bird. As far as
I'm concerned, these two are a couple of the best players ever to
play the game. The loss of Bird affects the whole league.
So many truly greatstars have had their careers end at their
peak, due to a severe injury or condition. Sandy Koufax, Billv Sims,
Bill Walton (for all intents and purposes), Ma'ureen Connelly, the
list goes on. Some of them come oack, only to realize that they can't
reach the high level they once enjoved. Others never make it back.
If Larry Bird can't make it back to being Larry Bird, to that almost
unimagineable level of play that a select few can reach, he'll retire.
It's going to be a long year, I've already resigned myself to
that. The Knicks will win the division, while the Celtics limp to a
season of 45 wins (I hope). Everyone will write them off, say how
old they are, say how much they miss Larry Bird. You'll hear
endless hospital reports, and the day Bird takes' the court again will
be a holiday in Boston. But what really will become of alfof this?
Will Larry Bird ever be the same? Will the Celtics collapse? Will
Bird do the unthinkable, and retire?
If I know Larry Bird, I wouldn't bet a red cent on it.

Sports Writer

The 1988-89 Trinity Men's
Basketball team appear to have
all the ingredients necessary to
make this upcoming season an
outstanding one: size, experience,
depth, offensive power, and
defensive strength. The only thing
not yet present on this year's men "s
hoop team is chemistry. Last
year's squad finished the season
with a 9-14 record. The main
reason for last year's slip was the
lack of chemistry. That will not
happen to the Bantams again this
year.
Coach Stan Ogrodnik returns
five seniors who will be supported
by a solid cast of experienced
sophomores and juniors, as well
as group of talented freshmen who
will give the Bantams depth at a
number of positions. This year's
squad will rely upon its three
senior tri-captains Ted Lyon
(6'4", 200 pounds), Don Green
(6'3", 185), and Glenn Kurtz
(6'7", 215). Kurtz, who averaged
13.3 ppg last year, will be called
upon continue his inside offensive
wizardry. Lyon, who averaged
12.4 ppg last season, will continue
to fire from the outside (45% from

three point land last season) as
well as look to take it to the hole.
Green will continue in his role as
a defensive stopper, chairman of
the boards, and the finisher of fast
breaks.
Assisting Kurtz on the Bantam
front line tliis year will be junior
Michael Stubbs (6'8", 270) who
led the club in rebounding last
year with 10.8 rpg as well as 12.5
ppg. The successful return of Jon
Moorhouse (6'9", 230) will give
the Bantams one of the most
formidable frontcourts around.
Also returning is the much
improved 6 ' 1 0 " sophomore
Antonio Roca, who is currently
on the sidelines with a severe ankle
sprain.
In the backcourt, the Bantams
return a pair of sophomores who
each saw action last year as
freshmen. Joe Reilly, who was
thrust into the staring point guard
spot as a freshman ( 9.4 ppg, 4.0
assists per game last year), looks
like he is ready to run the team this
year.
Lightning quick Chris
Hinchey, who has shown signs of
brilliance and is a hard worker
will see time in the backcourt as
well. Veteran senior guard Paul
Schlickman, anotherhard worker,
will be ready whenever called

upon.
The team has been practicing
hard since November I st and after
scrimmages against the Costa
Rican National team and Western
Connecticut, the team appears
almost ready to begin its season
which tips off against Westfield
State Tuesday, November 28 in
the Ray Oosting Gymnasium. The
scrimmages have given the
coaching staff a chance to assess
what looks to be an outstanding
corps of freshmen. Matt Vaughn,
Mike Allen, Dennis McCoy,"and
Damon Scott have all been
pleasant surprises.
With their first game only a
week away, the Bantam are
anxious to get their season
underway. The seniors want to go
out in style and return Trinity
basketball to its previous level of
excellence. The talent is there and
the freshmen will definitely play
key role. All the ingredients are
there. If the team stays healthy
and is able to develop that all
important chemistry, the Bantams
are headed for an outstanding
season. (Late note: Ted Lyon has
recently contracted a case of
monoiutdeosis, and will be out
six weeks. All of us at the Tripod
wish him a speedy recovery.)

Wrestling Looks To Build
On Last Year's Success
- By Eric Hammerstrom Assistant Sports Editor

For the past several seasons, the
biggest challenge Trinity's wrestling
program has faced has simply been
finding enough bodies to put a team
together. The Bantam Grapplers may
have seen the last of that problem in
last year's season, as the recruiting
efforts of Head Coach Sebby Amato,
and the support of the Trinity Athletic
Department have given the program
hope for revitalization.
One year ago. Trinity's wrestling team entered their season with
only seven wrestlers in an attempt to
stop a losing streak that extended
over a three year period. Victory did
not come easy to the Bantams. Due to
their lack of wrestlers, forfeits all but
killed hopes for Trinity victories. But
with seven dedicated wrestlers,
Amato's squad was able to scrape
together a 3-9-1 final record for the
1987-88 season, including the victory that snapped a 38-match winless
streak.
Body counts became the margin
of victory for Trinity's opposition. If
this year's body count is to be decisive, the scales seem to be tipping in
the Bantam's favor. Amato, and his
Assistant Coach Joe Adam, find themselves entering the '88-'89 season
with a total of fourteen wrestlers,
spread out among ten weight classes.
'"We have more bodies this year,
and even though they're young they're
enthusiastic. They really want to
wrestle, and they're having fun."
explained Amato. "This season is a
turning point because we have more
bodies."
""Last year we were able to win
our first match, and that was a start.
Now we have agood base of twelve to
thirteen guys. Last year it was hard to
go into a match with so few guys,
because we knew we'd getbeat. Now.
we know we can win."
Joining Amato at the reigns is
fi rst-year Assistant Coach Joe Adam,
a two time New England Champion
and Trinity College's first and only
All-American in Wrestling.
Three Varsity Lettermen from

last year's squad are returning for this
winter's campaign, as team Captain
Matt Maginniss '89, and sophomores
Joe SantaLuciaand Paul Harney bring
some experience to the group.
Maginniss, tentatively placed in
the 177 lb. weight class for the Bants,
is the team's only senior. According
to Amato, Maginniss (a three year
Varsity Letterman) will enter his
fourth collegiate wrestling season as
a strong leader for the young squad.
"I expect a good season from Matt,"
the third year coach stated, "He's an
excellent leader, and he makes good
things happen. He can make the best
of any situation, and he's a true
competitor."
167 lb. sophomore Paul Harney
was Trinity's "most improved" wrestler last season, finishing his first
collegiate year with a 7-6 record.
AmaFo has seen even more improvement from Harney in this year's preseason. "He has very good technique
and is 100# better than last year! He
should have a good season and will
have a shot to do well at the New
England Tournament."
Harney
wrestled well at last season's New
England Championships, until he was
injured in a match with the #2 seed,
and had to default from the tournament.
Joe SantaLucia, Trinity's most
talented wrestler, isinjuredgoinginto
the "88-"89 season, and it is unlikely
that he will be able to wrestle for the
Bantams. SantaLucia placed 2nd in
the State of Connecticut during his
Senior year of High School, and finished last season with a 6-1 record.
"Joe is our smartest wrestler,"
commented Sebby, "so it would be a
big help to get him back on the mat."
Elpven newcomers round out
Trinity's roster, as three sophomores

and eight freshmen are entering their
first season as Bantams. 134 lb. sophomore Colin Kisor, of Evanston, III.,
150 lb. sophomore Cliff Lucas, atransfer student from Lehigh, and 158 lb.
sophomore John Konevich will join
the Bantams for their first collegiate
seasons.
The Bants' large freshman class
is comprised of 118 lb. Charles Wallace of Saint Paul's School, 126 lb.
Gene Kim of Taft High School in
Watertown.CT., 1421b. Mike Taylor
of Gilman School in Baltimore, MD,
142 lb. Craig Dietter of Hamden Hall
H.S. in Hamden, CT., 158 lb. David
Weiss of Germantown Friends
School, 167 lb. Alex Montenigos of
Canton H.S. in Canton, CT., 190 lb.
Jack Kirkpatrick of Haverford School
in Philadelphia, PA., and HWT. Jay
Villeneuve of Croton-Harmon H.S.
in New York.
Captain Matt Maginniss was
especially pleased with the large
number of underclassmen joining the
team. "It's really great to see the
program coming around,"commented
Maginniss. "My sophomore year we
were barely able to field a team. Our
Athletic Director gave Sebby three
years to get the program back on its
feet and it looks like it's happening."
"We' ve gone from an individual
sport to a team sport. We had great
individual athletes such as Joe Adam
'86 and Mark Weiland "88, but we
never really had a complete team.
Now there's a nucleus of freshmen
that could turn the program around."
Trinity's wrestlers open their
season Dec. 3rd when they meet the
University of Lowell. Brandeis. and
Amherst at Amherst College. Their
first home meet will be on Jan. 19th
versus Haverford College of Pennsylvania.

Cruise Ships
Now hiring men and women. Summer and
career opportunities (Will train) excellent pay
plus world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean,
etc. Call Now 206-736-7000 ext. 225c
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For all you Charlotte Hornets' fans (both of you)
SwedeStatz, inc.™ presents...
THE REX CHAPMAN WATCH
Nov. 15: vs. New Jersey, 1-10, 2-2, 4 pts.
Nov. 19: vs. San Antonio. 5-20, 6-6, 16 pts.
SWEDISH STAT OF THE WEEK
With a population of about 7 million, Sweden has slightly
fewer people than the state of New Jersey. Sweden was the
home of the great theologian Swedeiiborg. New Jersey is the
home of Bruce Springsteen. Your choice, Swedenborg or
Springsteen...

VIRGINIA SLIMS WOMEN'S TENNIS
Singles - Semifinals
Pain Shriver (5) def. Steffi Graf (1),
6-3, 7-6 (7-5).

Gabriela Sabatini (4) def. Helena Sukova (8),
6-4, 6-2.
Doubles - Final
Martina Navratilova, Fort Worth, Texas, and
Pain Shriver, Lutherville, Maryland (1)
def. Larisa Savchenko and Natalia Zvereva,
Soviet Union, 6-3, 6-4.
HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL
West Hartford, CT.
CONARD (7-2)
7 0 0 0-7
Hall (6-4)
0 6 0 0 - 6
C - Ben Alsup 20 pass from Chuck
Flowers (Bryan Rossano kick).
H - Wilbur Gilliard 55 run (kick blocked)

TRINITY TRIPOD'S NCAA
FOOTBALL TOP TEN
1. Notre Dame
2. U.S.C.
3. Miami
4. Florida State
5. West Virginia
6. Nebraska
7. Arkansas
8. Auburn
9. Oklahoma

10. U.C.L.A.
Honorable Mention: Michigan, Okla. St.,
Clemson, Washington St., Houston.

BRITISH SOCCER
Scottish League - Premier Division
W
Rangers
11
Aberdeen
7
Celtic
y
Dundee Untd.
St. Mirren
Hibernian
Dundee
Hearts
Motherwell

Hamilton

0
6
3
4
4
6
7
9
13

Pts.
25
23
19
19
19
18
14
II
7
5

High Spirits Wines and Liquors Presents

This Week's Joe Harris
NFL Football Forecasts
(* denotes home team)
Favorite
Underdog
Thanksgiving Day
Houston
24
*DaIIas
14
Minnesota
20
*Detroit
16
Sunday, November 26
*Atlanta
17
Tampa Bay 16
Buffalo
24
"^Cincinnati 20
*Chicago
23
Green Bay
14
*Indianapolis 21
New England 20
LA Rams
21
* Denver
20
Miami
23
*NY Jets
20
*New Orleans 20
NY Giants
19
*Phila.
23
Phoenix
20
*Pittsburgh 21
Kansas City 20
San Fran.
23
* San Diego 17
* Washington 21
Cleveland
20
Monday, November 28
^Seattle
17
LA Raiders 16
Visit High Spirits Wines and Liquors, "the place for kegs",
for the lowest prices around! And yes, they deliver!
High Spirits Wines and Liquors, at the corner of White and Hillside, 525-2221.

Bowl Game Schedule
Dec. 10: California Bowl. W. Michigan vs Fresno St.
Dec. 23: Independence Bowl. S. Miss, vs. U.T.E.P.
Dec. 24: Sun Bowl. Alabama vs. Army
Dec. 25: Aloha Bowl. Washington Si. vs. Houston
Dec. 2H: Liberty Bowl. Indiana - S. Carolina
Dec. 29: All-American Bowl. Florida vs. Illinois
Dec. 29: Freedom Bowl. B.Y.U. - Colorado
Dec. 30: Holiday Bowl. Wyoming vs. Okla. State
Dec. 31: Peach Bowl. Iowa vs. N.C. State
Jan. I: Gator Bowl. Georgia - Michigan Stale
Jan. 2: Citrus Bowl. Clemson - Oklahoma
Jan. 2: Cotton Bowl. Arkansas - U.C.L.A.
Jan. 2: Fiesta Bowl. Notre Dame vs.W. Virginia
Jan. 2: Rose Bowl. Michigan - U.S.C.
Jan. 2: Sugar Bowl. L.S.U. or Auburn vs. Florida St.
Jan. 2: Orange Bowl. Nebraska - Miami
TRINITY TRIPOD PRESEASON
NCAA BASKETBALL TOP TEN
1. Michigan (1)
2. Syracuse
3. Iowa
4. Georgetown
5. Illinois
6. Oklahoma (1)
7. D u k e ( l )
8. Louisville
9. U.N.L.V.
10. North Carolina
(first place voles in parentheses)

The College View Cafe Scoreboard
Athletes of
the Week
This week's College View Cafe Athletes of the Week are Terry McNamara and Darren Toth. Both players were named to the ECAC Division III First Team. McNamara, a
junior wide receiver, led the Bants
and NESCAC with 50 receptions,
and was the team's "go-to" guy in
clutch situations. Despite some nagging injuries, Toth, a junior safety,
played outstanding defense all year,
and returned punts and kickoffs in a
style nothing less than astounding.
Congratulations, gentlemen, on your
fine seasons!

Good Luck to All Winter Sports Teams!
Tuesday is $3 Pitcher Night at The View
L.
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Women Look for Second
Straight Winning Season
- By Matthew G. Miller Editor-in-Chief
The Trinity College Women's
Basketball Team will open the 198889 season with a host of returning
players and somepromising newcomers, and one new member of the coaching staff.
Maureen Pine starts her second
year as the Lady Bant head coach
after compiling an impressive 13-7
mark in her first year. She will be
working with a team that graduated
only one senior, and has lost only one
other player, and there is a great deal
of optimism for the coming year. She
will be assisted by Ralph White, and
newcomer Carol Ann Beach. Beach,
a standout player at Colby College,
graduated last year carting numerous
honors from her solid career. The
three have created an effective group
which allows formore flexibility when
it comes to both actual coaching and
scouting.
Last the Lady Bants reversed
their 1986-87 record of 7-13, but that
was not good enough to earn a deserved ECAC or NIAC bid. Th is year
the team will look to earn the respect
of the New England basketball community, a respect they have earned,
but not yet gotten, as evidenced by
their omission from the preseason
Division III polls.
Trin will have to open the season
without seniors Leanne LeBrun and
FlffaTaffuri.both of whom are studying in Vienna and will be back next
semester. Taffuri. a tough defensive
player, and LeBrun, Trinity'sail-time
leading scorer and second all-time
rebounder, both will be missed greatly,

but their absence will provide opportunities for the rest of the team to
prove themselves early in the season.
Leading the squad will be senior
captain Maryanne O'Donnell.
O'Donnell will piay the point and
direct the offense. She averaged 4.7
points per game, 3.5 rebounds per
game, and 4.3 assists per game.
O'Donnell is being pushed by scrappy
freshman Kathleen Buckley. Buckley needs more experience, but playing behind O'Donnell will give her a
good school ing, and she will improve
the depth at point, a sore spot on last
year'steam. O'Donnell can break the
press at will and always remains cool
under fire, and only has to look for her
shot a little more often to become a
complete guard. Sophomore Jennifer
Barr (1.2 ppg) can also handle the ball
and has an accurate shot when she
takes it. She will also see time at the
off-guard spot.
Kathy Ennis(3.1 ppg, 2.2 rpg), a
junior, will get the nod at shooting
guard. Ennts is a smart player, who
when healthy, is a consistent shooter
and slick passer. Ennis had been
plagued by injury the last two years,
but is healthy now, and "is playing
really well right now", according to
Pine. Junior Debby Glew, a defensive specialist, will also see a lot of
time. She is often assigned to the
opposition's high scorer, and often
can dominate a game without scoring
a point. Pine says that Glew "has
improvedalot.especially offensively,
she is looking for more opportunities
to go to the hoop".
Up front, Trin is very strong,
with two starters returning, and LeBrun coming back next semester. One
starting spot will taken by 5' 11" junior Karyn Farquhar (12.8, 7.1). Far-

quhar is an explosive scorer, who,
when on, can carry a game by herself.
She is also a powerful rebounder and
tough defender. Coach Pine emphasized that Farquhar and Kirsten Kolstad will have to have fast starts if the
Lady Bants are going to gain some
early momentum. Kolstad, a 5' 10"
sophomore, had an impressive rookie
season averaging 13.4 ppg and snaring 7.7 rpg. Kolstad has to look to the
basket more aggressively and become
a little more consistent than last year,
but with one solid year under her belt,
that consistency should come. She
has the talent to dominate a game, and
is capable of exploding for 20 points
at just about any time.
The last spot is a question mark
right now. Either sophomore Paula
Murphy or freshman Amy Chiodo
will take the other starting role. Pine
likes to use Murphy (5.9, 3.0) as instant offense off the bench, and her
versatility in being able to play both
small forward and off guard. Murphy
was the squad's best three-point
shooter last year, and gained more
and more playing time as the season
continued. According to Pine, she is
another key to the season. Chiodo, a
6' center from Portland, Maine has
looked good in practice, and according to Pine, "could be a real force
before the season is over." In the
recent scrimmage verstis Eastern
Connecticut, Chiodo had an excellent
game after a shaky first few minutes,
and seemed to get into the flow easily.
Another freshman, Laura Petrovic,
will also see time up front. She is
"improving every day and is solid
defensively"according to Pine. But a
recent leg injury will slow her for a
few days.
For the Lady Bants, the horses

Kirsten Kolstad and Karyn Farquhar go up to block a shot
in a scrimmage against Eastern.

are there, and all that need be clone is
to get them harnessed and working as
a team. It will be hard to deny Trin a
shot at the playoffs this year. The
men's team will not provide the only
excitement in the Ray Oosting Gymnasium this winter.
Hoop Talk: Pine says that the
team is looking to run more and hopefully will play more of a pressure
defense. The offense is now emphasizing different people, and spreading the action around a little more.
She is very confident, and is happy

I'hoio by Dave Copland

with the team's performance thus far.
Her practices have been... uh... rigorous thus far, but in the long run the
work will pay off. Simmons has been
dropped from this year's schedule.
Perhaps that had something to do
with Trin's 85-10 victory over that
beleaguered squad last year. The
Lady Bants open their season on
November 29th at Mt. Holyoke, with
the home opener coming December
I st, a grudge match against Wheaton,
where last year Trin got a home job to
end all home jobs.

Hockey's Challenge: A Fourth Straight Title
- By Sean Dougherty Sports Writer
Trinity Hockey completed a hattrick last season, winning its third
straight E.C.A.C. Divison HI North/
South championship against
Fitchburg State, 2-1. The team finished the season at 22-4-0, induing a
20-0 record against other Divison III
teams, extending their Division III
winning streak to 56 games.
In short, the 1988-89 Bantams
have a lot of tradition to keep pace
with, and almost all of the players
whobuiltthat56-game winning streak
are gone now. Toronto Maple Leaf
draft pick Art Fitzgerald, the best
goalie in the history of Trinity, AllE.C.A.C. forward Reed Whittmore.
U.S. Olympic Team bid recipient
Mike Solomita, have all been out for
two years.
Graduation will have an even
bigger impact on this year' s Bantams.
The defense corps was anchored by
co-captain Mike Anderson last season. He led the team defense in goals
with 6. The top scorer amoung defense was another senior. Bill Kenney, who had 23 points. Bryant
McBride was named to the E.C.A.C.
second all-star team.
Gone from the forwards are Bob
Loeber (16g, 18a), the team's most
explosive skater and clutch scorer,
Kevin Robinson (15g, 15a), who
probably would have led the team in
goal scoring if not for injuries limiting him to just 20 games, creative
Matt Keator (now playingprofessionally in Switzerland) (9g, 14a) who
was dangerous in the offensive zone,
checker David Provost who teammates called "the hardest worker on
the team." Reserve defenseman Bob
Farnham, and of course, championship MVP goaltender David Murray
were also lost.
Trinity will have a lot more

trouble scoring goals this year, but
they still have the gunners to put
together a devastating power-play.
That, and a persistent work ethic on
both ends of the rink are going to have
to carry the team to victory.
Leading the offense will be senior Jay "The Hammer" Williamson
(18g, 24a) and junior Mike Murphy
(18g, 19a). Williamson's slap shot
has become ledgendary during his
stay here, but it shouldn't overshadow
the ail around game he plays. Murphy,
who missed the first 7 games of last
season, has been an al 1-star both of h is
seasons at Trinity. Like Williamson,
he is at home in both ends of the rink,
wins faceoffs almost nonchalantly,
and has developed great goalscoring
instincts.
Senior Trip Manley (lOg, 25a)
will also figure prominently in the
scoring, although he is more of a
passer than a shooter. Manley and
Kevin Robinson formed Trinity's best
scoring duo for much of last season,
and finding another winger who can
shoot the puck for Manley to set up is
essential if the team is to have any
depth of scroing. In a 7-4 exhibition
loss to Yale J. V. last Friday he played
with freshmen Tom Scull and Martin
Mooney, but head coach John Dunham was quick to call that line, "an
experiment."
Senior Team Captain Rob
McCool (3g. 5a) will be the team's
most effective defenseman. McCool
has the rare combination of size, speed,
and talent that makes him one of the
league's best defensemen. He has
had some freakishly bad luck with
injuries in the past, but if he can stay
healthy so will Trinity's defense.
Another senior defenseman.
Mike Miele (2g, 7a), isn't quite as
quick as McCool, but possess a dangerous shot and his si/.e makes him
effective in the defensive zone.
Dunham says that he has improved
from last year and will fill a bigger
role on the team this year.

Sophomore Larry Trinceri (1 Og, sophomores Darren Steinberg and
22a) was the pride of the freshman Rob Meszaros who played in spots
class last year. Playing left wing with last season, but they will be chalMurphy and Williamson, his passing lenged by freshman Chris Dangel and
skills netted him the second highest Aaron Clark. When goal scoring
assist total on the team. Coach Dun- junior Bill Macartney (12g, 8a, inham has played that same line to- cluding the championship winner on
gether in pre-season with some suc- a rebound) returns from a semester
cess, but Trinceri has been inj ured, so abroad, there will be even more
another combination may have to fill competition.
in for the first few games.
The biggest question for the team
Junior Bill Branson (1 Ig, 12a) a this season is goaltending. David
rugged right wing who can also score, Murray (14-2, 3.33 g.a.a., .888 save
may be forced to play a more defen- %) was the kingpin last year, after
sive role on this year's team, but has backing up FitzGerald for three years.
the potential to score 15 goals.
Early in the season when the team
Junior Todd duBoef (5g, 14a), was struggling Murray kept the team
one of Trinity's most consistent hard- in every game until they could come
workers has been playing well in pre- up with late goals. He outplayed all
season, according to Dunham, and but a handful of his opponents in his
will fit Trinity's forchecking game to 16 games. Trinity won't have that
a "t." Look for him to grind out some kind of goaltending this year, or at
least not until the second semester.
big goals in the course of the year.
Sophomore John Gregory (4g, Junior Steve Gorman (8-2,2.71 g.a.a.,
8a) was moved back to defense be- .905 save %) is the heir apparent for
cause of injuries last season and he Trinity's goaltending duties, but he
has found a home for himself. He is inadvertantly removed himself from
a thunderous hitter whose mobility the line-up for the first semester's
behind the blue line was improving worth of games.
toward the end of last season.
To confuse matters further,
Another converted defenseman, sophomore Patrick McCabe (0-0,0.00
senior Steve Palmer (lg. 7a), will be g.a.a., 1.000 save ck in one period last
moving back to his regular right wing season) is injured and won't be back
this year. Like duBoef. he is a hard- until after Christmas. Dunham will
working forchecker who should pro- be going with freshman Jeff Tuck for
duce with Dunham employing adump the first 7 games, until Gorman reand chase offense.
turns. Tuck will be backed up by
The defense will be filled out by classmate Rick Getsoff,
returning junior Erik Laakso. "He's
been a very pleasant surprise this year.
He's playing very well and has lost a
lot of weight," said Dunham.
Three freshman, Scott Leddy,
Tom Pres, and Bill Grube, are competing for the sixth and seventh defenseman posistions. Also showing
promise are Steve Burgess, sopho"more Peter Burgess, and John
f
MacDermot.
The fourth line will be staffed by
1
t
three of a pool of players competing
for spots. The inside track belongs to

Trinity's defense will have to
work harder to protect Tuck than either Murray or Gorman, but then
again, the team is going to have to
work harder on defense all around
this season.
Another concern that Dunham
has about the team's future is their
propensity to take penalties. That was
a problem throughout last season, but
an excellent penalty killing unit, led
by Anderson and Provost, in addition
to Murray's heroics in goal, covered
up that problem. This season Dunham will have far less veteran players
to use as penalty killers, so the number of penalties the team takes must
come down. "We were down half the
game against Yale, you can't develop
any consistency if you take that many
penalties," said Dunham.
"We're not just going back to
the drawing board here," said Dunham, "but we have to make some
adjustments in the way we play. Some
people still have to get hungry. We
are going to win on a work ethic this
year. Our defense has the mobility to
hold up, but scoring goals will be a
problem. We'll only be a contender
with defense, a power play, and goaltending."
Too much has changed from this
season to last to call a winner here but
if you're betting against Dunham and
the veterans hehas left from the corps
of his best teams, you better get good
odds.
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